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Abstract 

Ecologists often want to determine whether there is a difference between the 

assemblage occupying one habitat, and that in another. While a number of 

studies have compared a variety of the multivariate techniques used in 

community ecology, few have considered the ability of different inferential 

multivariate techniques to detect differences among ecological assemblages. 

Those that have considered differences among various techniques have 

focused on model properties, giving little attention to the comparative power of 

such techniques when applied to ecological datasets. The primary aim of this 

study was to determine under what conditions different multivariate tests for 

difference succeed in detecting differences among ecological assemblages, 

and which conditions do they fail. The focus in this study was on the power of 

the various tests for difference between assemblages represented by raw 

species abundance counts, for small to moderate sample sizes. 

A possible explanation for the limited knowledge about the appropriateness of 

different tests for difference is the lack of a statistical framework for comparing 

multivariate tests. One of the problems in the power analysis of tests for 

comparing ecological assemblages arises from the difficulties in generating 

the ecologically realistic replicate datasets needed for such a comparison. 

The number of ways samples may differ in ecological assemblages datasets 

presents further complications. For example, a multivariate test might be 

powerful in detecting one type of ecological difference while being relatively 

insensitive to another type. 



There are a number of types of ecological difference that studies of ecological 

assemblages may address. These include: (1) species richness, the number 

of species occurring in each assemblage; (2) total abundance, the number of 

individuals (irrespective of species) that occur in each assemblage; (3) 

species composition, the actual species observed and their relative 

abundance; (4) the distribution of individuals of a species (or all individuals) 

across within-assemblage sites; and (5) the distribution of individuals among 

species. Two simulation methods capable of generating realistic multi- 

assemblage datasets portraying different levels and types of ecological 

difference among component assemblages are presented here. 

This study demonstrates that the empirically calibrated coenocline simulation 

method is capable of generating realistic artificial ecological datasets 

portraying simultaneous species richness, total abundance and compositional 

differences among assemblages. The resampling simulation method, another 

empirical method, was shown to be able to generate artificial multi- 

assemblage datasets where assemblages vary compositionally, while other 

types of ecological difference are held constant. 

This study compared five multivariate techniques used to tests for difference 

among ecological assemblages: (1) Parametric MANOVA; (2) CAP, a 

randomization-based canonical ordination test for difference; and (3) 

ANOSIM; (4) MRPP; and (5) NP-MANOVA, three variants of Mantel's 

randomization-based multivariate tests for difference. In the ecological 



conditions encompassed in this study, CAP was shown to be the most 

powerful test for compositional difference among assemblages, and ANOSIM, 

MRPP and NP-MANOVA were more powerful when other types of ecological 

difference (such as species richness and total abundance differences) were 

also present. There was little difference in the power of ANOSIM, MRPP and 

NP-MANOVA under any situation. Parametric MANOVA exhibited very low 

power in all of the situations encompassed in the power analysis. 

Another factor shown to affect the power of a multivariate test for difference is 

the dissimilarity coefficient on which a test is based, whether this dissimilarity 

forms an implicit part of the test, or is left to the choice of the researcher (for 

tests that allows such a choice of dissimilarity coefficient). In this study the 

power of the four randomization tests (CAP, ANOSIM, MRPP and NP- 

MANOVA), which allow a choice of dissimilarity coefficient, were compared for 

the Bray-Curtis, Chi-Square and Euclidean dissimilarity coefficients. 

Both the Bray-Curtis and the Chi-square dissimilarity coefficients resulted in 

the most powerful tests, with the more powerful of the two varying with the 

test for difference under consideration, and/or the type of between 

assemblage-difference (compositional or general) contained in the dataset. 

For example, MRPP used in conjunction with the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity 

coefficient was the most powerful for detecting general differences among 

assemblages (the type of between-assemblage variation contained in 

coenocline-generated assemblages), whereas the same test using the Chi- 

square dissimilarity was more powerful when differences among assemblages 



were purely compositional (as in resampling simulations). The Euclidean 

dissimilarity measure almost always resulted in the least power, and never the 

most power, when used in conjunction with the multivariate tests for difference 

in realistic ecological assemblage data as represented by raw abundance 

counts. CAP was shown to be the least sensitive to dissimilarity coefficient 

choice. 

The current study has shown a number of the strengths and weaknesses of 

the tests considered. However, the wide range of ecological situations, and 

the complexities underlying ecological assemblages, means a lot more work 

needs to be done before there is a clearer understanding of the relationship 

between ecological data and appropriateness of multivariate tests. The 

protocols developed in this study provide a framework for assessing the ability 

of different multivariate tests for difference and other multivariate techniques 

used in the analysis of ecological assemblage data. 
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Chapter 1 

I .O Introduction 

1 .I Ecological assemblages: characterization, description and pattern 

1.1. I Patterns in ecological assemblages 

Community ecology is the study of assemblages of populations of living 

organisms (species) in a particular habitat or area (Krebs, 1994). Many 

studies in community ecology consider how these assemblages of 

populations change spatially, temporally and with changes in environment. 

This often involves recording abundances of many taxa (e.g. species) from 

each sampling or experimental unit (e.g. sites) where the interest is in the 

group (e.g. the effect of different environments) effect on the combination of 

abundances of all taxa measured at sites within each environment (Quinn & 

Keough, 2002). There are a wide range of statistical techniques available that 

examine how an assemblage relates to its environment. In the current study, 

the term assemblage will be used to refer to a set of species, as represented 

by their populations, occupying a particular environment (which is also 

referred to as habitat). 

There are a number of ways of describing and comparing ecological 

assemblages (Begon et al., 1990). The word 'difference' may have a number 

of meanings when comparing ecological assemblages. Difficulties in 

describing ecological assemblages seem to stem from their complexity and 



the multiple factors driving patterns within, and differences between, 

ecological assemblages (Clarke, 1993). For instance, such assemblages are 

often described or compared in terms of: (I) the number of species observed 

(species richness); (2) the total number of individuals observed irrespective of 

species (total abundance); (3) the actual species observed and their relative 

abundances (species composition); (4) the distribution of individuals of a 

species (or all individuals) across within assemblage sites; and (5) the 

distribution of individuals among species (see for example Krebs, 1994; 

Pelissier et al., 2003). Furthermore, more than one type of ecological 

assemblage difference is likely to occur when ecological assemblages are 

compared. 

I. 1.2. Data structure used to represent ecological assemblages 

A common type of dataset used in the analysis of ecological assemblages is 

the site by species matrix, where each cell in the matrix represents the 

abundance or occurrence of a species at a site (Palmer, 1993). Studies 

considering the effects of environmental variation on an assemblage often use 

sites as the sampling units. The transposed form of this matrix is also 

commonly used (see Ludwig & Reynolds, 1988; Clarke, 1993). 

Experimental designs can also be incorporated into the site by species matrix. 

For example, one set of sites might give the abundance of species observed 

in one habitat, while the remaining sites might represent species abundances 

associated with another. In this way, a site by species matrix may contain a 

number of component assemblages. 



Another matrix commonly used in the analysis of ecological assemblages, the 

dissimilarity matrix, is a derivative of the site by species matrix (Legendre & 

Legendre, 1998). Dissimilarity matrices are made up of values representing 

the inter-site dissimilarity in species presence and/or abundance between two 

sites, which is calculated using a dissimilarity coefficient (Faith et a/., 1987). 

Dissimilarity coefficients typically return higher values when: (1) sites share 

few species; andlor (2) large abundance differences exist in species common 

to both sites. There is also a wide range of dissimilarity coefficients available 

(Faith eta/., 1987) which differ mainly in the relative weights they give to each 

of these components of inter-site dissimilarity (Legendre & Legendre, 1998; 

Anderson & Willis, 2003). A number of studies have compared the ability of 

various dissimilarity coefficients to represent ecological difference among 

sites (e.g. Lamont & Grant, 1979; Faith et a/., 1987; Jackson, 1993; Legendre 

& Legendre, 1998). Individual inter-site dissimilarities are the elements of the 

dissimilarity matrix and the dissimilarity matrix is the basic unit that many 

multivariate techniques operate on. 

1.2 Multivariate analysis of ecological assemblage data 

Multivariate analysis is used to analyze data where observations are 

represented by a number of responses (Johnson & Wichern, 2002). 

Sometimes multi-response observations are considered together with 

explanatory variables, and sometimes they are considered in the absence of 

such variables (Legendre & Legendre, 1998). The analysis of ecological 

assemblage data in particular lends itself to multivariate analysis, since for 



each observation (e.g. sites) the abundance of a number of different taxa (e-g. 

species) are measured either together with, or in the absence of, explanatory 

environmental variables (environmental gradients) and/or factors (e.g. 

habitat). 

Often ecologists wish to examine relationships among species independently 

of ecological gradients. Such studies are often termed internal or intrinsic 

analyses (Gauch, 1982) and mostly focus on the structure of an ecological 

assemblage (e.g. how species are distributed among functional groups) within 

a single homogenous environment, and how the biology of such an 

assemblage might be used to characterize the assemblage (for example see 

Oliver & Beatie, 1996; Pollet & Grootaert, 1996). 

Other ecological studies focus on how change in a species assemblage might 

be related to its environment (gradient analysis). Sometimes this is done on 

an informal, or indirect, basis. lndirect gradient analysis uses indirect 

multivariate techniques to assess whether there are possible relationships 

among assemblages and environmental gradients. These multivariate 

techniques include two main types of methods: (1) cluster analysis involving 

heuristic algorithms to combine (agglomerative), divide (divisive) or partition 

sites or species into groups; and (2) lndirect ordination analysis, which is used 

to reduce the number of dimensions needed to visualize the data and reveal 

the major gradients driving variation in the assemblage data (McCune, 1997). 

This study does not consider clustering techniques further, but some of the 



findings here do have implications for certain choices made in cluster 

analysis. 

Indirect ordination techniques are generally used in community ecology to 

search for structure or patterns in ecological assemblage data, and are 

generally descriptive, exploratory or hypothesis-generating in nature. Their 

main focus is on identifying patterns and potential models of assemblage- 

environment interaction that can be formalized later using other techniques 

(ter Braak & Prentice, 1988; Quinn & Keough, 2002). An important difference 

among most indirect ordination techniques is the underlying measure of 

association (correlation or dissimilarity) that each method employs (Legendre 

& Legendre, 1998). These measures of association can be either implicit, a 

characteristic and integral part of that multivariate technique, or explicit, where 

the researcher has the discretion to specify the measure of association 

(Legendre & Gallagher, 2001 ). 

Techniques which have implicit measures of association include Principal 

Component Analysis (PCA) and k-means clustering (Euclidean dissimilarity 

coefficient), and Correspondence Analysis (CA; Chi-square dissimilarity 

coefficient) (Legendre & Gallagher, 2001). Using these multivariate 

techniques, and their implicit measures of association, may lead to 

unrealistically restrictive assumptions about nature of the assemblages 

(Kenkel & Orloci, 1986). For instance, PCA assumes that species' 

abundances are linearly related (Legendre & Gallagher, 2001). Many users of 



PCA circumvent this assumption by transforming or standardizing raw 

abundances prior to analysis. 

Techniques such as Non metric-Multidimensional Scaling (NM-MDS) and 

Principal Coordinates Analysis (PCoA) are indirect ordination techniques 

which do not force implicit dissimilarity coefficients, and their associated 

assumptions, on the researcher. Dissimilarity measures which are generally 

more effective at capturing the relationships between ecological assemblage 

samples and the true ecological distance between them, such as the Bray- 

Curtis dissimilarity measure, can be employed by these techniques (Kenkel & 

Orloci, 1986). With the exception of NM-MDS, which is based on a numerical 

optimization procedure, all of the indirect ordination techniques mentioned 

above involve an eigen-decomposition of the association matrix. 

Post-hoc tests, such as tests of association between environmental gradients 

and axes produced by indirect ordination techniques (e.g. eigenvectors 

representing compositional gradients), are frequently used in ecological 

studies to link variation in the assemblage to that of the environment (e.g. bi- 

plots; see Legendre & Legendre, 1998). However, indirect ordination 

techniques extract axes explaining total (between-site) variation, which may 

mask differences among assemblages (Anderson & Willis, 2003), and indirect 

techniques are more suited to pattern analysis and factor revelation (Quinn & 

Keough, 2002) than to hypothesis testing (De'ath, 1999). Only techniques 

where explanatory variables are formally included into the analysis are 



considered appropriate for hypothesis testing in community ecology 

(Legendre & Legendre, 1998). 

1.3 Direct gradient analysis, multivariate inference and tests for 
difference among ecological assemblages 

Analysis concerned with the variation in ecological assemblages that can be 

directly accounted for by environmental gradients is termed direct gradient 

analysis (Gauch, 1982; ter Braak & Prentice, 1988). Mostly, direct gradient 

analysis considers how ecological assemblages vary along a single or set of 

continuous environmental gradients. There a number of multivariate 

techniques that can be used for such analysis, many of which where designed 

specifically with ecological assemblage data analysis in mind (e.g. Canonical 

Correspondence Analysis, Canonical Analysis of Principal Coordinates and 

distance-based Redundancy Analysis). These techniques, termed canonical 

ordination techniques, are closely related to the indirect ordination techniques 

discussed above, and generally involve imposing a model (involving 

gradients) on the scores derived from indirect ordination techniques 

(Legendre & Legendre, 1998). As a result, the difference among these 

techniques, along with their advantages and limitations, stem from the indirect 

ordination techniques on which they are based. 

There also exist inferential multivariate techniques able to test for differences 

among assemblages occurring in two or more discretely differing situations 

(e.g. habitat). These tests are called mulfivariafe tesfs for difference and will 

be the main focus of this study. Multivariate tests for difference can be 



categorized in a number of important ways. First, some techniques are 

parametric, while others are distribution-free. Second, some tests operate 

directly on the dissimilarity matrix, making dissimilarity the unit of analysis, 

whereas others involve constraining scores arising from ordination 

techniques, and consequently retain the multivariate observation as the unit of 

analysis. Third, like indirect ordination methods, some techniques have an 

integral relationship with a particular measure of dissimilarity, while others 

allow the choice of dissimilarity coefficient. 

Considerable attention has been given to the ability of various indirect 

ordinations, to portray assemblage variation, and canonical ordination 

techniques to explain assemblage variation in terms of continuous 

environmental gradients. Little research has been dedicated to the attributes 

of various multivariate tests for difference in terms of their ability to detect 

differences among assemblages. Presently, ecologists have no set guidelines 

as to which test is preferable in a given situation. The comparative 

appropriateness, flexibility and statistical power of the various multivariate 

tests for difference, given the wide range of situations and types of variation 

considered in studies of ecological assemblages, is a critical issue in the 

analysis of such data sets. Only when this issue has been investigated can 

recommendations be made about which test should be used given a particular 

ecological situation and set of research objectives. 



1.4 Aims of study and structure of thesis 

The aim of this study is to determine: 

Under what conditions do various multivariate tests for difference succeed in 
detecting differences among ecological assemblages, and under what 
conditions do they fail. 

Addressing this aim involves four steps. First, I select suitable multivariate 

tests for difference, to be compared. Second, I identify the ways in which 

ecological assemblages differ. Third, I develop methods to generate artificial 

multi-assemblage datasets with known properties and known levels and types 

of ecological difference. Finally, I compare the selected tests for difference 

with respect to their type I error rates and power to detect differences between 

ecological assemblages, which are generated using methods developed in 

the third step. 

Chapter 2 gives a description of the multivariate techniques available to test 

for differences among ecological assemblages. Two methods for simulating 

realistic ecological assemblage data are described and validated in Chapter 3. 

Chapter 4 demonstrates how these simulation methods can be extended to 

generate artificial datasets containing multiple assemblages that show 

predetermined levels of difference. A power analysis comparing the ability of 

five multivariate tests to detect between-assemblage difference (ANOSIM, 

MRPP, NP-MANOVA, CAP and Parametric MANOVA) across a range of 

sample sizes and types and levels of ecological difference is given in Chapter 

5. The power and type I error rate of each randomization test using different 

dissimilarity coefficients (Bray-Curtis, Chi-Square and Euclidean) is 



investigated in Chapter 6. A real dataset used to calibrate the simulation 

methods is described in Appendix A, and the software developed for data 

simulation and analysis purposes is given in Appendix B. 

Finally, Chapter 7 brings together the information about the power and model 

properties of the various tests and discusses their respective abilities and 

constraints under various ecological conditions, and what this might mean for 

other multivariate techniques. The protocols developed here to compare the 

multivariate tests are also discussed, along with how they could be adapted to 

assess the ability of other types of multivariate techniques and analyses. 



Chapter 2 

2.0 Multivariate tests for difference 

2.1 Multivariate inference and direct gradient analysis 

One approach to demonstrating the direct effect of a gradient or factor on an 

assemblage is by considering the effect of the gradient(s) on individual 

constituent species using univariate tests (e.g. univariate regression and 

ANOVA). However, such an approach ignores the strong correlations which 

often exist among species' abundances, and the results from the individual 

tests therefore may not be independent, which potentially leads to an increase 

in family-wise type I error rates (Quinn & Keough, 2002). 

Direct gradient analysis of species assemblage data can also use inferential 

multivariate techniques to test a priori hypotheses, which can account for the 

correlation among species. Such techniques fall into two main categories: (1) 

those used to test the significance of continuous gradients; and (2) those used 

to determine whether there is a difference among assemblages (for example, 

assemblages occupying different habitats; Anderson & Robinson, 2003). 

Testing the significance of continuous gradients is generally conducted using 

canonical (or direct) ordination analysis techniques; techniques related to 

multivariate regression based on indirect ordination, where a matrix of 

explanatory variables directly intervenes in the calculation of ordination scores 

(ter Braak, 1986, 1994; Legendre & Legendre, 1998). In canonical ordination, 

indirect ordination vectors are constrained to be maximally associated with 



explanatory variables. For this reason, canonical ordination techniques are 

often referred to as constrained ordination techniques (ter Braak & 

Prentice,l988). 

Eigenanalysis-based indirect ordination techniques (e.g. PCA, CA and PCoA) 

each have one or more corresponding canonical ordination techniques. For 

example, the canonical ordination technique, Redundancy Analysis (RDA; 

developed by Rao, 1964, 1973) is based on the indirect ordination technique 

PCA. Similarly, the canonical equivalent of the indirect technique CA is 

Canonical Correspondence Analysis (CCA; developed by ter Braak, 1986). 

Recently, Anderson and Willis (2003) developed a canonical ordination 

technique, Canonical Analysis of Principal Coordinates (CAP), which like its 

unconstrained ordination equivalent, PCoA, is not confined to a particular 

dissimilarity coefficient. 

2.2 Multivariate techniques to test for difference among ecological 
assemblages 

Often the situation arises where an ecologist wants to determine whether 

there is a difference between the assemblage occupying one habitat, and that 

in another. The dataset for such a test would be made up of two or more site 

by species matrices, where the species that occur in either (or all) 

assemblages represent the columns, and the sites which constitute the two 

(or more) assemblages would be the rows. As described in section 1.2, 

elements of such a matrix represent measures of abundance or occurrence, 

such as abundance counts. Sites which comprise each assemblage can be 



thought of as representing a treatment. Here, such a data structure is referred 

to as a multi-assemblage dataset. 

2.2.1 Parametric multivariate tests for difference 

In the past, tests for differences among ecological assemblages would have 

used parametric Multivariate Analysis of Variance (parametric MANOVA; 

Wilks, 1932) or the closely related Canonical Discriminant Analysis. While 

parametric MANOVA has no restrictions in the experimental designs it allows, 

it has restrictive model assumptions. In particular, abundances are assumed 

to conform to multivariate normality, species are assumed to vary and co-vary 

(or correlate) in the same way for the different assemblages, and like PCA, 

linear species associations are assumed (Mardia et a/., 1979; Clarke, 1993; 

Legendre & Anderson, 1999). 

These assumptions are unlikely to be valid in many ecological assemblage 

datasets, especially those represented by raw abundance counts (Clarke, 

1993; Legendre & Legendre, 1998; Legendre & Anderson, 1999), and are 

difficult to check (Quinn & Keough, 2002). Unlike parametric MANOVA's 

univariate equivalent, parametric ANOVA, concerns have been raised about 

parametric MANOVA7s robustness to violations in its model assumptions 

(Edgington, 1995; Quinn & Keough, 2002). A number of parametric 

MANOVA's restrictive model assumptions stem from its parametric nature; it 

assumes that the test statistic conforms to a particular distribution under the 

null hypothesis (the null distribution). Figure 2.1 shows the main components 

and processes of parametric MANOVA. 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic representation of the calculations and data structures used in 
parametric MANOVA. After the test statistic is calculated, it is contrasted against the 
appropriate F-distribution to determine whether there is a significant difference 
among groups. 

Another important way in which parametric MANOVA (and PCA) differs from 

most other multivariate techniques is that parametric MANOVA is an R-mode 

analysis (the inter-species correlations make up the association matrix). Most 

other multivariate techniques are Q-mode, where inter-site dissimilarities 

constitute the association matrix (Quinn & Keough, 2002). Unlike Q-mode 

techniques, parametric MANOVA is only possible when the number of sites 

exceeds the number of species. If this is not the case, the trimming of rare 

species from a dataset may be required (Legendre & Anderson, 1999). 

Irrespective of its obvious problems in the analysis of ecological assemblage 

data, parametric MANOVA has enjoyed wide usage in community ecology 



(Scheiner, 1993). Some recent examples of the use of MANOVA in 

community ecology are Magnusson et al. (1 999) and Eggleston et a/. (1 999). 

2.2.2 Randomization multivariate tests for difference 

Since non-normal multivariate datasets are common in community ecology, 

there is a need for techniques that do not make restrictive assumptions about 

the nature of the data (Clarke, 1993). Recent increases in computational 

power have allowed the feasible implementation of distribution-free tests that 

do not make assumptions about the underlying distribution of sampled data 

and subsequently, the null distribution of the test statistic (Manly, 1997). 

These distribution-free tests are termed randomization, or permutation, tests. 

Multivariate tests for difference based on randomization begin by selecting a 

test statistic that reflects the question of interest (e.g. is there a difference 

between two assemblages?), and calculating that test statistic for the original 

data (the observed test statistic). Then the observed test statistic is contrasted 

against a null distribution, which is generated by randomly reallocating the 

observations within the treatment design structure (design matrix) and re- 

calculating the test statistic a large number of times (Manly, 1997). Under the 

null hypothesis the observed test statistic is just one possible value from the 

null distribution, and its likelihood (P-value) can be evaluated as the 

proportion of permuted test statistics equal to or more extreme than the 

observed test statistic (Peres-Neto & Olden, 2001 ; see also Good, 1994; 

Edgington, 1995; Manly, 1997). 



Randomization tests work on the principle that the distribution of the sampled 

data, the empirical probability distribution, better reflects that data than the 

often unrealistic assumption about data stemming from assumed distributions, 

such as the multivariate normal distribution. Since samples are used to 

represent the probability distribution of the data, randomization tests are 

sometimes criticized because inferences can only be made about samples 

rather than the populations from which they are derived. This makes the 

assumption of representative samples paramount in randomization tests. 

However, parametric techniques based on non-representative samples are 

also likely to lead to incorrect conclusions (Manly, 1997). 

There exist a number of multivariate randomization tests for difference that 

have been applied to ecological assemblages. These can be classified into 

two groups: ( I )  canonical ordination techniques; and (2) Mantel techniques. 

While both are generally based on a dissimilarity matrix (matrix of inter-site 

dissimilarities), they use different strategies to test for differences. 

Generally, canonical ordination techniques involve imposing a linear model 

(such as those used in regression analysis and ANOVA) on eigenanalysis- 

based indirect ordination techniques, constraining the axes generated by an 

ordination technique with explanatory variables (ter Braak, 1986). For tests for 

difference, these explanatory variables are represented by dummy variables 

indicating an observation's treatment membership within the design matrix 

(Legendre & Anderson, 1999). Most canonical ordination techniques that 

currently are widely used in community ecology obtain P-values through 



randomization (Belbin, 1995; ter Braak & Smilauer, 1998; Anderson & Willis, 

2003). Figure 2.2 illustrates the components and processes of randomization- 

based canonical ordination tests for difference. 
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Figure 2.2 Schematic representation of calculations and data structures used in a Q- 
mode randomization-based canonical ordination test for difference. After the initial 
calculation (before permutation) of the test statistic (the observed test statistic), site 
memberships (represented in the design matrix) are permuted and the test statistic 
recalculated a large number of times to construct the randomization distribution. 

An often over-looked aspect of the use of ordination is that choice of a 

technique, and its implicit dissimilarity coefficient, alters the question being 

addressed (Anderson & Robinson, 2003). Differences among canonical 

ordination techniques coincide with differences between their corresponding 

indirect ordination equivalents, or rather their implicit measures of association 

(Legendre & Gallagher, 2001). RDA represents a canonical equivalent of 

PCA, which is based on Euclidean distances, a dissimilarity coefficient which, 



when used on raw abundances, emphasizes variation dominated by relative 

abundance (Legendre & Legendre, 1998). 0kland (1 999) and Verschuren ef 

a1.(2000) are recent examples of the analysis of ecological assemblage data 

using RDA. 

CCA (ter Braak, 1986) is a canonical equivalent of CA and has been widely 

used in the analysis of ecological data (see for example Ing & Hartley, 1999; 

Choler & Callaway, 2001). Like CA, this technique is based on Chi-square 

dissimilarities, which focuses more on compositional difference and has been 

criticized for being sensitive to rare species, and to outlier species and sites 

(Legendre & Legendre, 1998; Legendre & Gallagher, 2001). 

CAP (Anderson & Willis, 2003), and the closely related distance-based 

Redundancy Analysis (db-RDA; Legendre & Anderson, 1999) represent 

canonical equivalents of PCoA, and like this indirect technique, allow the user 

to select the dissimilarity coefficient. Consequently, CAP and db-RDA 

themselves do not necessarily make assumptions about how relative 

abundance and compositional difference should be weighted, or about the 

functional relationship between environmental gradients and species 

responses to these gradients (Anderson & Willis, 2003). Only when a 

particular dissimilarity coefficient is selected do such assumptions come into 

play. 

CAP differs from db-RDA in two ways. First, the site loadings derived from 

eigen-analysis (eigenvectors) in CAP are not weighted by their respective 



eigenvalues; all eigenvectors (axes of variation) are weighted equally 

(Anderson & Willis, 2003). Second, unlike db-RDA where all eigenvectors are 

considered, only a subset of eigenvectors is used (those that make the 

greatest contributions to total variation) to produce site scores (observations) 

in CAP. CAP'S use of a subset of eigenvectors avoids the problem of negative 

eigenvalues that can result from the use of semi-metric dissimilarity 

coefficients (such as the Bray-Curtis coefficient) in canonical ordination 

(McArdle & Anderson, 2001). 

Recent studies using db-RDA in a community ecology context include Connell 

and Anderson (1 999) and Anderson (1 999). Anderson and Willis's (2003) 

paper describing CAP had just been published at the time of the present 

study, so currently there are few published studies demonstrating its use. 

Most differences among the various canonical ordination techniques are 

related to differences among their indirect equivalents. However, there might 

be statistical implications in the choice of a direct ordination procedure or 

dissimilarity coefficient, which may not apply to, or present problems in, 

indirect ordination analysis (Legendre & Gallagher, 2001). The suitability of a 

multivariate test is closely linked to the chosen or implicit dissimilarity 

coefficient it employs (Quinn & Keough, 2002). 

The other group of randomization tests, Mantel techniques, perform a 

randomization test directly on the dissimilarities derived from the dissimilarity 

matrix using a randomization-based univariate Analysis of Variance (Manly, 



1 997; Legendre and Anderson, 1999). Dissimilarities representing 

compositional difference among sites of the same assemblage are designated 

within-assemblage dissimilarities, while all other dissimilarities are between- 

assemblage dissimilarities. The averages of these two types of dissimilarities 

may be calculated and then in some way combined into a test statistic. This 

direct use of the dissimilarity as the observation allows the user to specify the 

dissimilarity coefficient used to represent compositional dissimilarity. 

Mantel techniques are all closely related to a randomization multivariate test 

for difference developed by Mantel and Valand (1 970), which is a modification 

of the Mantel test developed by Mantel (1967), a randomization test for 

association between dissimilarity matrices. Figure 2.3 illustrates the 

processes and components of Mantel tests for difference. 

The use of the dissimilarity value as the unit of analysis in Mantel techniques 

leads to difficulties in decoupling the sites, which makes implementing higher 

order and more complex designs difficult (Anderson, 2001). This lack of 

independence between observations (dissimilarities) means that the 

assumption of observations being drawn independently from a particular 

distribution (a pre-condition of parametric tests for difference) is invalid (Quinn 

& Keough, 2002). 
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Figure 2.3 Schematic representation of calculations and data structures in Mantel tests 
for difference between two assemblages. Dissimilarities in the W region of the 
dissimilarity matrix are within-group dissimilarities, and those in the B section 
represent between-group dissimilarities. After calculation of the initial test statistic 
(the observed test statistic), the dissimilarities are reshuffled and the test statistic 
recalculated a large number of times to construct the randomization distribution. 

There are a number of different Mantel techniques, which vary only in the 

structure of their test statistic. Examples of Mantel techniques used in 

community ecology are: ( I )  Multi-response Permutation Procedure (MRPP; 

Mielke ef a/,, 1976), which uses only the average within-assemblage 

dissimilarity as its test statistic; (2) nonparametric Multivariate Analysis of 

Variance (NP-MANOVA; Anderson, 2001), which combines the within- and 

between-assemblage mean square dissimilarities into an F-type test statistic; 

and (3) Analysis of Similarities (ANOSIM; Clarke, 1993), which also employs 

both the average within and between assemblage dissimilarities in its test 

statistics but differs from MRPP and NP-MANOVA by using rank-transformed 

dissimilarities. The tests statistics for MRPP, NP-MANOVA and ANOSIM are 

given in equations 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. 



where a,, is the average within-groups dissimilarity 

where SSB is the sum of between-group squared dissimilarities; 
b is the number of groups (assemblages); 
SSw is the sum of squared within-groups dissimilarities; and 
N is the total number of observations (sites). 

- - 
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- 
where r B is the average rank of the between-group dissimilarities; 

- 
r w is the average rank of the within-groups dissimilarities; and 
M = N(N-1)/2 where N is the total number of observations (sites). 

MRPP and ANOSIM both allow unbalanced, single-factor designs. However, 

both have been criticized as they are sensitive to heterogeneous group 

dispersion and they do not allow significance tests of interaction effects 

(Legendre and Anderson, 1999). NP-MANOVA incorporates balanced 

factorial designs and allows significance tests of interaction effects, and is 

reported as not sensitive to heterogenous group dispersion (Anderson, 2001). 

MRPP does not currently enjoy as wide usage as ANOSIM. Platell & Potter 

(2001) is an example of a recent study using MRPP, while recent examples of 

the use of ANOSIM include Underwood and Chapman (1 998), Kraufvelin 

(1999) and Catterall et a/. (2001). Anderson (2001) gives an example of NP- 

MANOVA. 



Table 2. 1 gives the model properties of techniques used to test for 

differences among ecological assemblages. 

Table 2.1 Test properties of different techniques used to test for differences among ecological 
assemblages. 

Pro~ertv u 

~ ~ l t i ~ ~ ~ i ~ t ~  test Distribution- Allows Allows Ability to Data-analysis Sensitive to 
free complex p >n* choose space correlations 

for difference experiment dissimilarity congruence among 
a1 designs coefficient (always) t species 

Parametric MANOVA1 
Canonical Discriminant 
Analysis (CDA) 

Redundancy Analysis 
(RDA) 

Canonical 
Correspondence 
Analysis(CCA) 

Distance based 
Redundancy Analysis 
(db-RDA) 

Canonical Analysis of 
Principal Coordinates 
(CAP) 

Mantel Tests: (MRPP, 
ANOSIM, NP- 
MANOVA) 

* Where p is the number of species observed and n is the sample size of the site by species matrix of the 
combined assemblages. 
t A statistical technique is data-analysis space congruent when the geometric properties (the analysis 
space) underlying the statistical technique can be fully represented in the same space as the data (which 
is Euclidean). 

2.3 Comparing multivariate tests for difference 

It is likely that for ecological assemblage data some multivariate tests for 

difference will perform better then others, and there is likely to be ecological or 

experimental situations in which some tests are preferable to others. Little 

work has been done on comparing such tests either in terms of their model 

properties, or in terms of how these model properties might affect a 



multivariate test's for differences type I error rates, and ability to detect 

differences among ecological assemblages (power). 

Some studies have compared the usefulness of various inferential multivariate 

techniques in community ecology. Many of these studies, however, have been 

restricted to comparing techniques that consider continuous gradients (e.g. 

Palmer, 1993; Jongman et a/., 1995, Anderson & Willis, 2003). Others have 

compared the performance of a particular technique with different test 

statistics (e.g. Anderson, 2001; McArdle & Anderson, 2001 ; Anderson & 

Robinson, 2003). However, the main focus of these studies has been 

confined to comparing techniques based on model properties, with limited 

attention to their relative power. Using model properties (Table 2.1) alone to 

make conclusions regarding the ability of multivariate tests to detect complex 

and often subtle difference(s) among ecological assemblages is largely 

speculative. 

Complications exist that make it difficult to conduct power analyses comparing 

randomization tests for difference using traditional statistical power analysis 

methods. This could explain why there is no formal statistical framework for 

assessing the power of these techniques (Peres-Neto & Olden, 2001). Some 

studies which have compared the ability of multivariate techniques (e.g. 

Palmer, 1993; Legendre & Anderson, 1999; Anderson, 2001, McArdle & 

Anderson, 2001; Anderson & Robinson, 2003; Anderson & Willis, 2003) have 

assessed the P-values of tests used to analyze simulated ecological 

assemblage datasets. However, the methodologies used in these studies 



have problems. First, the structures of ecological assemblages are unlikely to 

conform to any specific model (Faith et a/., 1987). Consequently, generating 

datasets with realistic ecological characteristics has been difficult. Even when 

such data are generated it would be difficult for them to encompass the broad 

range of situations encountered in the analysis of ecological assemblage 

data. Second, assemblages often differ in a number of ways. While some 

ecologists might be interested in detecting compositional difference among 

assemblages, others might be interested in alternative types of ecological 

difference, such as diversity, or a more general ecological difference. The 

many types of difference which can occur in multivariate datasets adds a layer 

of complexity to the investigation of statistical power. 

Protocols for conducting such power analyses and methods for generating 

assemblage datasets with specific and quantifiable types of difference are 

needed in order to assess which multivariate tests are more appropriate in the 

wide range of situations encountered in the analysis of ecological assemblage 

data. Such knowledge would provide useful guidelines as to which test for 

difference would be most effective in any given situation. 



Chapter 3 

3.0 Representing realistic variation in simulated ecological 
datasets 

3.1. Introduction 

The main use of artificial assemblage data has been to assess and compare 

the abilities of different ordination techniques to accurately represent true 

ecological patterns contained in ecological assemblages (e.g. Swan, 1970; 

Austin, 1976; Minchin, 1987a; Palmer, 1993; Dkland, 1999). Ordination 

techniques are often used in community ecology to portray patterns of multi- 

species difference across sites that vary in a continuous manner across one 

(coenocline) or many (coenoplane) gradients (Gauch & Whittaker, 1976). 

Many studies assessing and comparing ordination techniques have employed 

coenocline or coenoplane models to simulate ecological data with known 

properties (e.g. Austin, 1976; Minchin, 1987a). These models assume that 

species respond individually to some environmental variable(s), or gradient(s), 

and that a difference in the level of a gradient will result in a difference in their 

abundances. A limitation of coenocline (and coenoplane) models is that 

models selected might be an over-simplification of the natural systems being 

portrayed (Minchin, 1987a). However, the realism of datasets simulated using 

coenocline models remains largely untested, even though unrealistic data 

may be of limited use in assessing ecological data analysis techniques. 

One of the most common forms of data used in community ecology is a two- 

way table commonly referred to as a site by species matrix (Digby & 



Kempton, 1987). It is usually obtained through field sampling of the 

abundance of species within a particular taxonomic group (plants, fish, etc.) at 

a set of different sites and will also be referred to here as an ecological 

assemblage dataset. Generally, the site by species matrix has n rows, each 

representing a site or sampling unit, and p columns, each representing a 

species. Some measure of occurrence or abundance is recorded for each 

species at each site. 

A range of different attributes is used to describe the variation, patterns, 

composition and structure of ecological assemblages (Krebs, 1994). 

Describing community patterns by a single attribute may provide too little 

information to make broad conclusions regarding assemblage differences 

(Krebs, 1994; Begon et a/., 2000). For example, two sites may exhibit similar 

species richness (the number of species observed), but their component 

species may differ in abundance and/or identity. Ecological assemblage 

datasets may be characterized by the following community properties: (1) 

species richness; (2) total abundance, the total number of individuals 

observed (irrespective of species); and (3) species composition, which is 

taken here to mean the species present and the relative abundance at which 

they occur. Each of these properties can be calculated for a single site, a set 

of sites, or for the entire dataset. 

The aim of this chapter is to assess the ability of two simulation methods to 

generate artificial assemblage datasets that mimic the data structures and 

patterns observed in real species assemblages. The methods are: ( I )  a 



coenocline simulation method based on a five-parameter p-function which 

represents a species abundance response to an environmental gradient (as 

defined by Minchin, 1987b), whose parameters are calibrated using real data; 

and (2) a resampling method, that uses bootstrap resampling of observed 

abundances from a real dataset. A protocol for assessing the realism of 

artificial ecological assemblage data in terms of the ecological properties 

outlined above is also presented, and used to compare the data simulated by 

the different methods with a real ecological dataset comprising the sampled 

abundance of birds within a set of remnant forest study sites. 

3.2. Generation of artificial assemblage data 

3.2.1. Coenocline models 

Coenocline models are based on the idea that variation in the value of 

environmental properties, along a gradient, leads to change in species 

composition. There are three main aspects of a coenocline model (Minchin, 

1 987b): 

1. definition of a response function for all species in an assemblage; 

2. specification of a set (or sets) of sample locations along an environmental 
gradient; and 

3. evaluation of each species' response function at each sampling point. 

The species response function (SRF) is a mathematical expression of the 

relationship between a species' abundance and some environmental gradient. 

A physiological SRF describes how the abundance of a species is governed 



by a gradient in the absence of all other species (Minchin, 1987b). The 

ecological SRF on the other hand represents the physiological response when 

the interaction with other species is incorporated. Austin (1985) equated the 

physiological and ecological responses to the fundamental and realized niche, 

respectively. 

The abundance yielded when the SRF is combined with a particular gradient 

value represents the deterministic abundance expected for that species at 

that location along the gradient. Hereafter, this invariant value of abundance 

will be referred to as deterministic abundance. In order to obtain simulated or 

realized abundance, stochasticity must be incorporated. Figure 3.1 shows 

how the different components of a coenocline model combine together to 

provide a simulated assemblage. 

A number of different coenocline models exist, with the main difference 

between them stemming from the form of the physiological SRF. Early 

coenocline models such as those used by Swan (1970) and Gauch and 

Whittaker (1 972a, 1976) used a Gaussian function to represent the SRF and 

consequently assumed that species respond symmetrically to a gradient. 

Minchin (1 987a) and Austin et al. (1 990, 1994) suggest that such an 

assumption is not realistic and that non-symmetric species responses are 

commonplace. Other restrictions of the Gaussian coenocline are the inherent 

relationships among different parameters, such as the inverse relationship 

between the height of a Gaussian curve and its standard deviation (Rosner, 

1990). 
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Figure 3.1 Processes and components of coenocline simulation models. 

Asymmetric, leptokurtic and platykurtic unimodal SRFs can be represented by 

the Beta function (p-function) suggested by Austin (1 976). Widespread use 

has been made of the software, COMPAS, developed by Minchin (1987b), 

which allows such a simulation of artificial data using the p-function given in 

equation 3.1. 

where A is species abundance (deterministic) 

A, is the modal abundance of a species along the gradient; 



m is the modal coordinate; 

r is the niche breadth; 

a and yare parameters which collectively control skewness and 
kurtosis; 

x is the value (location) along the gradient (environmental variable); and 

b and dare convenience parameters (parameters used here to simplify the 
form of equation 3.1) and are given in equations 3.2 and 3.3 respectively: 

(It is noted that "modal abundance" is used to describe maximum expected 
abundance) 

An advantage of the p-function is that three of the five parameters equate to 

ecologically meaningful descriptors. A. represents the maximum expected 

abundance of a species along a gradient. The modal coordinate, m, is the 

value of the environmental gradient at which a species reaches its maximum 

abundance (i.e. optimal environmental conditions). The niche breadth, r, 

dictates the range of gradient values for which a species occurs. Outside this 

environmental domain the p-function will not yield sensible values (Oksanen, 

1997) and the abundance here should be set to zero. 

The incorporation of a gradient value and the five species response 

parameters into the p-function gives the deterministic abundance of a 

particular species, for that level of the environmental gradient. Figure 3.2 

demonstrates this process with two hypothetical species sampled at three 

locations along a gradient. 



Ecological gradient 

Figure 3.2 Two hypothetical species response functions along a gradient, sampled at 
sites (represented by lines at points A, B and C). The deterministic abundance of each 
species at each site can be read from the graph. 

Observations of simulated abundance (realizations) are obtained by 

incorporating natural variation into the process. For a given set of species 

(and their response functions), variations in abundance within a simulated 

coenocline site by species data matrix originate from two sources. The first 

type of variation is that associated with each deterministic abundance and is 

often referred to as noise (Minchin, 1987b). In this case, noise refers to the 

sampling variation observed if the same species was repeatedly sampled at 

the same location. When abundance is represented by counts (as was the 

case here), the Poisson distribution may be used to represent noise (Cejchan, 

2000). Figure 3.3 shows how such noise is incorporated into a hypothetical 

dataset of deterministic abundances (Figure 3.2) to obtain a dataset 

realization (site by species matrix). 
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Figure 3.3 Processes involved in converting a site by species matrix of deterministic 
abundances into one containing realized abundances, using the hypothetical 
assemblage in Figure 3.2 and assuming a Poisson probability distribution represents 
sampling variation in the abundance of a given species at a given site. 
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The second source of variation contained in coenocline models stems from 

the pattern of sample placements along a gradient. Since coenocline models 

represent differences in species abundance by sampling at different locations 

along the gradient, the selection of a particular distribution or range of 

gradient values will govern the compositional variability contained within an 

artificial dataset. For an illustration consider the two hypothetical species in 

Figure 3.2. A set of sites selected between points A and B will exhibit less 

compositional variability than sites sampled from the range bounded by points 

A and C. 
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Previous coenocline simulation studies of ecological assemblages (e.g. 

Minchin, 1987a; Palmer, 1993) have used hypothetical species assemblages 

and gradients. Species parameters were sampled independently from various 
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distributions resulting in SRFs whose different parameters demonstrated no 

systematic relationship among themselves (e.g. a species niche breadth was 

independent of its modal gradient value). While the relationships between 

such species properties are, in many cases, poorly understood, it is unlikely 

that there is no systematic relationship among these properties. 

Accounting for the interaction between species in artificial datasets also 

presents problems. Austin (1 976) and Minchin (1 987b) suggested post hoc 

transformation of physiological SRFs to ecological SRFs. Such methods rely 

on either a precise mathematical description of species interactions or the use 

of potentially unrealistic generalization or simplifications. For example, Austin 

(1 976) proposed that competition could be represented by a series of species 

interaction coefficients which, when linearly combined, give a value 

representing the impact from competitive species which can subsequently be 

deducted from the abundance obtained from the physiological SRF. Such an 

approach assumes competition among species does not vary with 

environment. 

One possible solution to these problems is the use of coenocline models 

based on real field datasets. In datasets representing real species 

assemblages, species are within a community context so coenoclines 

generated from such data represent ecological, rather than physiological, 

species responses; the presence and interaction of other species has already 

been incorporated into the response function parameters. While the use of a 

real dataset does not mean it is understood how species response 



parameters are related, these relationships can at least be represented 

realistically. 

3.2.2. Resampling method 

An alternative method of generating artificial site by species matrices is to 

apply resampling simulation techniques to real datasets. The sampling unit is 

identified as the set of species abundances for a particular site. Each of these 

sampling units is a multivariate observation that represents a site (row) of the 

site by species matrix. These sampling units are then sampled with 

replacement to obtain a bootstrap sample that represents a potential site by 

species matrix. The resulting dataset is regarded as a matrix of deterministic 

abundances, and sampling noise is added to create realized abundances in 

the same way as with coenocline simulations (see Figure 3.3). Maintaining 

site structure ensures that the associations among species present in the real 

(template) dataset are preserved in the simulation process. 

3.2.3. Validation of simulation techniques 

Here a protocol is outlined whose purpose is to assess the realism of a 

simulated site by species matrix, by comparing a set of data descriptors 

between the simulated and real datasets. Ecological literature reveals that 

what constitutes ecological difference is a complex issue and different studies 

emphasize different types of ecological difference. After consulting with a 

number of ecologists, the following ecological descriptors were decided on. 

These descriptors, which collectively indicate the structure of a species 



assemblage dataset, are: ( I )  species richness; (2) total abundance; (3) the 

distribution of individuals among species; (4) the distribution of individuals 

(regardless of species) among sites; and (5) the distribution of Bray-Curtis 

pair-wise among-site differences in raw abundance counts (compositional 

dissimilarities). 

To demonstrate how these descriptors can be used to describe and compare 

datasets, they are generated for three datasets that differ in taxa, habitat and 

sampling protocol. These datasets are:(l) The winter bird assemblages 

observed in large forest remnants in greater Brisbane, south east Queensland 

(Sewell & Cattera11,1998); (2) The dry season moth assemblage observed in 

undisturbed rainforest sites at Wongabel (Malanda, north east Queensland; 

Kitching et a/., 2000); and (3) The floristic assemblage of tall open forests of 

south western Australia (Wardell-Johnson & Williams, 1996). The first two 

datasets comprised counts of individual animals, whereas the floristic study 

employed an index of abundance. 

The distribution of the total number of individuals per species (hereafter 

referred to as the distribution of species abundances) is the number of 

species in each of a number of abundance classes. This distribution may 

typically exhibit a Lograndom (random deviate whose log is uniformly 

distributed) or Lognormal distribution (Minchin 1987b; Krebs, 1994), which 

may become increasingly sigmoidal with larger numbers of species (Gauch & 

Whittaker, 1972a). Figure 3.4 shows the distribution of species abundances 



for the three real datasets described above. All three distributions broadly 

resemble a lograndom or lognormal distribution 
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Figure 3.4 Distribution of species total abundances from: a) Sewell and Catterall's 
(1998) bird assemblage; b) Kitching's et al. (2000) dry season moth assemblage; and 
c) Wardell-Johnson & William's (1 996) botanical assemblage. 

The distribution of individuals (across species) among the sites (hereafter 

referred to as the distribution of site total abundances indicates how 

individuals are partitioned among the sites. Site total abundances will depend 

on the environment, on the type of organism being studied, and the sampling 

protocol. There is no a prior;, theoretical or empirical expectation in the 

literature concerning the nature of their distributions. Figure 3.5 shows the 

distribution of site total abundances from the studies considered in Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.5 Distribution of site totals (combined abundance of all individuals at a site) 
for: a) Sewell and Catterall's (1998) bird assemblage; b) Kitching's et al. (2000) dry 
season moth assemblage; and c) Wardell-Johnson & William's (1 996) botanical 
assemblage. 

The Bray-Curtis dissimilarity (sensu Bray & Curtis, 1957) is a widely used 

measure of compositional dissimilarity in community ecology (Clarke, 1993) 

and was identified by Faith et a1.(1987) as being one of the most robust and 

able to realistically represent ecological difference when used on ecological 

assemblage count data. The distribution of Bray-Curtis inter-site dissimilarity 

among raw abundance counts should capture information about the 

associations between species in a site by species matrix, including the extent 

to which sites are homogeneous in species composition, or show high species 



turnover. Such distributions from the studies considered in Figures 3.4 and 

3.5 are given in Figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3.6 Distribution of Bray-Curtis inter-site dissimilarity for: a) Sewell and 
Catterall's (1998) bird assemblage; b) Kitching's et al. (2000) dry season moth 
assemblage; and c) Wardell-Johnson & William's (1 996) botanical assemblage. 

3.3. Generation of realistic data: an example 

3.3.1 Simulation mefhods 

The approach used by the two simulation methods used here is quite different 

from approaches used to generate artificial ecological assemblages in the 

past. Both methods use an empirical approach to simulate artificial 



assemblages, though how real data is used to calibrate the two methods is 

very different. The coenocline simulation involves the estimation of SRF 

parameters from a real dataset, while the resampling method involves 

bootstrapping a real single assemblage dataset. Traditionally artificial 

assemblages are generated using coenocline simulations where SRF 

parameters have been independently sampled from various distributions (with 

at least some of these having some basis in ecological theory e.g. A. from a 

lognormal distribution). 

3.3.2 Coenocline simulations 

In the present study, expert knowledge connected with the field study of 

Sewell and Catterall (1 998) was used to calibrate p-function coenoclines, 

which' were subsequently used to generate corresponding artificial datasets. 

The field study examined the effects of forest fragmentation and urbanization 

on the bird assemblages of greater Brisbane region, Australia. Abundances of 

the bird species were sampled by counts of individuals observed, so it may be 

appropriate to represent noise using a Poisson sampling distribution (as in 

Figure 3.3). The environmental gradient in question was represented as 

percent tree canopy cover at a site (also measured in Sewell & Catterall, 

1998). Values of Ao, m and r for each of the 72 species in the entire dataset 

(those observed in any of the six habitats considered in Sewell & Catterall's 

study) were realistic guesses by Catterall, based on ten years field experience 

and data analyses related to the study system (see Appendix A2.). It is not 

suggested that most bird species show a simple response to this gradient, but 



rather this was the only way the dataset could be related to the requirements 

of p-function coenocline models. 

The observed dataset comprised the winter abundances of 72 species at 1 17 

sites, with about 20 sites in each of six habitat types, whose tree cover, and 

some other environmental characteristics, varied. For the present study, it 

was decided to simulate artificial bird assemblages for one of these habitats 

only: large euclaypt forest remnants (n = 20 sites), where canopy cover at a 

site varied between 10%-80%, lying mostly in the range of 30%-70%. Various 

test runs were carried out considering various ranges and distributions of 

gradient values (percentage canopy covers) resulting in two sampling regimes 

that resembled the variation in tree canopy covers in the chosen forest type 

being selected: ( I )  gradient values sampled from a Normal distribution with a 

mean of 45% and a standard deviation of 12%; and (2) gradient values from a 

Uniform distribution with minimum 30% and maximum 60%. The probability 

distributions associated with each of these sampling regimes are given in 

Figure 3 . 7 ~ .  

The calibration of the coenoclines was an in depth, iterative process and it 

was only after extensive discussion (Catterall & Chaseling, Pers. Comm.) that 

a final set of coenoclines was settled on. Generally, reality checking involved 

getting a small set of simulations from a particular model, and examining their 

species richness, total abundance (see Table 3.1) and distributions of species 

abundances, site totals and Bray-Curtis dissimilarities against those from the 

real data set (Figures 3.4a, 3.5a and 3.6a, respectively). The constant checks 



of the realism of the coenoclines, and subsequent alterations made, provided 

valuable insight into the nature of the inter-dependencies among the various 

p-function parameters. These preliminary simulations revealed dependencies 

between level of skewness and the observed niche breadth. As a result, only 

symmetric SRFs ( a  = y) were considered. 

Trial and error was used to decide on values of a and y. A strong relationship 

exists between the range and kurtosis on abundances towards the extremes 

of the SRF prompted the generation of simulated datasets using two 

alternative SRF kurtosis models: (1) Leptokurtic, where a and y were set to 5; 

and (2) Platykurtic, where a and y were set to 1. Consequently, only Ao, m and 

r were allowed to vary within a particular set of simulations. Figure 3.7 

displays the leptokurtic and platykurtic SRFs for 20 randomly selected species 

(from the pool of 72) along the percentage canopy cover gradient. Note that 

the species involved are typical of disturbed and undisturbed eucalypt forests, 

whose canopy cover rarely exceeds 70%; higher cover rainforests support a 

largely different suite of species that were not present in the data used. 

The two environmental sampling regimes (Normal and Uniform) were 

factorially combined with both kurtosis models (leptokurtic or platykurtic) to 

obtain four different types of artificial assemblage datasets: 

Leptokurtic SRFs with normally distributed environmental variation, LN (a  = y = 5) ;  

Leptokurtic SRFs with uniformly distributed environmental variation, LU (a  = y = 5); 

Platykurtic SRFs with normally distributed environmental variation, PN (a  = y = 1); and 

Platykurtic SRFs with uniformly distributed environmental variation, PU (a  = y = 1); 



3.3.3 Resampling simulations 

In contrast to the coenocline simulation method which considered the 72 

species that occurred in any of the six habitats from Sewell and Catterall's 

study, the resampling simulation method used a calibration dataset of the site 

by species matrix for the 41 species that were observed in at least one of the 

20 large forest remnant (LREM) sites, to give a fifth type of artificial 

assemblage dataset: 

Resampling method using the large forest remnant as template dataset, R. 

The reason the resampling method only uses 41 species is that only a single 

assemblage (habitat) is being used as the resampling method template 

dataset, so percentage canopy cover was effectively held constant, or at least 

held within the range of percentage canopy covers observed in LREM sites. In 

contrast, coenocline SRFs was calibrated using all six habitats and artificial 

assemblages can be obtained from anywhere along the gradient contained in 

the 30%-70% canopy cover range; that range considered realistic in terms of 

the assemblage species membership used here. 

3.3.4 Generation and assessment of assemblages 

Even though the two simulation methods were calibrated using either a 

greater or lesser part of the environmental gradient, both methods were 

calibrated to simulate datasets that resembled the large forest remnant 



(LREM) sites from Sewell and Catterall's study; an assemblage at which each 

of 41 species were observed for at least one of the 20 LREM sites. 

For each of the five simulation models (LN, LU, PN, PU and R), 1000 replicate 

artificial site (n=20) by species matrices were generated. All simulations were 

performed on JavaTM programs, COMSIM-COEN and COMSIM-RES, 

developed by the author for the purposes of the present study (see Appendix 

B and accompanying CD). 
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Figure 3.7 Species response functions of a random set of 20 species from Sewell and 
Catterall's (1998) bird assemblage using a) leptokurtic (a = y = 5) ,  and b) platykurtic 



(a = y = 1) p-functions. c) Two alternative sampling regimes used to represent 
environmental variation (at least in terms of canopy cover) for the large forest 
remnants of Sewell and Catterall(1998). Where U represents a Uniform sampling 
distribution bounded by 30 and 60 and N a Normal distribution with a mean and 
standard deviation of 45 and 12, respectively. 

The ability of a simulated dataset to represent a realistic ecological 

assemblage was assessed by comparison with the observed (LREM) dataset 

using the validation criteria described earlier: 

( I  ) species richness; 

(2) total abundance; 

(3) distribution of species abundances; 

(4) distribution of site totals; and 

(5) distribution of Bray-Curtis dissimilarities. 

The means and standard errors of (I) species richness and (2) total 

abundance were calculated (based on the 1000 replicate datasets associated 

with each model) to assess whether the number of species and number of 

individuals in the simulated datasets coincided with those in the observed 

(LREM) dataset. To assess how well distributions of criteria (3), (4) and (5) 

obtained from simulations approximated those of the observed datasets, a 

visual comparison of the shape and location of generated distributions was 

made with three representative simulations (chosen from the 1000 associated 

with each simulation type) and Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness of fit tests 

were performed, using the observed (original) data distributions as the null 

models. 



3.4. Results 

Table 3.1 gives the total number of species (species richness) and total 

number of individuals (total abundance) associated with the observed and 

simulated datasets. The resampling method produced artificial datasets best 

approximating the number of species observed in the field dataset. All 

coenocline models overestimated species richness. However, this was only to 

a small extent for leptokurtic coenoclines based on uniformly distributed 

environmental variation, which produced simulations with quite realistic 

species richness. 

Table 3.1 Species richness and total abundance across both species and sites associated with the 
observed dataset and datasets generated from the various simulation methods. The three typical 
replicate datasets associated with each of the methods are those used in Figures 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10. 

Means ( x  ) and standard errors (SE,) associated with each simulation model are based on the entire 

set of 1000 replicate simulations. 
Dataset / model Sampling Species richness Total abundance 

Observed dataset N/A 41 523 

Rep Rep Rep X Rep Rep Rep X 

Leptokurtic coenocline ~orma1(45,12~) 40 45 46 47.8 626 558 512 568.4 
p- function with a=y=5 (0.3 1) (4.07) 

Platykurtic coenocline ~orma1(45,12~) 57 56 51 52.4 708 755 758 735.1 
p-function with a y = l  (0.32) (4.48) 

Resampling NIA 41 41 40 39.6 538 475 460 492.6 
(0.04) (1.86) 

The resampling method and both leptokurtic coenocline models produced 

simulations with the total number of individuals similar to that observed in the 



field dataset (523; see Table 3.1). In contrast, platykurtic coenocline 

simulations substantially overestimated total dataset abundance. 

Variation in both species richness and total abundance among replicate 

simulations was much lower in resampling method simulations than 

coenocline simulations (Table 3.1). The level of variation among dataset 

species richness and total abundance was comparatively similar for the 

various coenocline models, although coenocline simulations using normal 

environmental variation had higher levels of variability then coenocline 

simulations based on uniform environmental variation (Table 3.1). 

The distributions of species abundances for the real and simulated datasets 

are given in Figure 3.8. None of the simulated datasets displayed a 

distribution of species abundances that departed from that of observed 

dataset (Figure 3.8; all P > 0.05). Within the confines of a 'good fit' however, 

there were some notable disparities from the observed distribution of species 

abundances. Coenocline simulations based on platykurtic SRFs (PU and PN) 

produced too many common species (Figure 3.8). The resampling method 

and leptokurtic coenocline based on a uniform sampling regime produced 

simulations whose distribution of species abundances departed the least from 

that of the real dataset (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic < 0.1 ; Figure 3.8). 

Both the level of kurtosis of SRFs and sampling regime had a large effect on 

the shape of distribution of species abundances (Figure 3.8). 
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LN - Leptokurtic SRF, normal LU - Leptokurtic SRF, uniform 
PN - Platykurtic SRF, normal PU - Platykurtic SRF, uniform 
R - resampling 

Figure 3.8 Distributions of species' abundances (total number of individuals observed 
for a given species) for observed (Sewell & Catterall, 1998) and simulated datasets. 
Numbers are the Kolmogorov-Smimov test statistic with * denoting a lack of fit at 
a=0.05, and ** at a=0.01. 

Figure 3.9 gives the distribution of site total abundances for the observed and 

simulated datasets. Of all the coenocline simulations, only leptokurtic 

coenocline simulations based on normally distributed environmental variation 

(LN) produced distributions of site totals that never differed significantly from 

the real data (Figure 3.9). All other coenocline simulations displayed too many 

sites with high numbers of individuals (Figure 3.9). The low Kolmogorov- 

Smirnov test statistic for the resampling simulations suggests these 



simulations' distribution of total abundance exhibited only a small departure 

from that observed in the real dataset (Figure 3.9). 

Total abundance at sites (across all species) 

0 - observed dataset 
LN - Leptokurtic SRF, normal LU - Leptokurtic SRF, uniform 
PN - Platykurtic SRF, normal PU - Platykurtic SRF, uniform 
R - resampling 

Figure 3.9 Distributions of site totals (sum of all species abundances at a given site) 
for observed (Sewell & Catterall, 1998) and simulated datasets. Numbers are the 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic with * denoting a lack of fit at a=0.05, and ** at 
a=0.01. 

Figure 3.1 0 gives the distributions of Bray-Curtis inter-site dissimilarity 

associated with the observed and simulated assemblage datasets. The 

distributions generated from all simulation methods demonstrated a lack of fit 

to that generated from the real data (all P < 0.01). The distributions within 

each set of replicate simulations show a consistency in form (i.e. each model 

deviates from the observed data in a particular way). Coenocline simulations 



based on the normal sampling regime and resampling simulations showed 

comparatively lower departure from the distribution of Bray-Curtis inter-site 

dissimilarities observed in the real dataset (Figure 3.10). 
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PN - Platykurtic SRF, normal PU - Platykurtic SRF, uniform 
R - resampling 

Figure 3.10 Distributions of Bray-Curtis inter-site dissimilarities for the observed 
(Sewell and Catterall, 1998) and simulated datasets. Numbers are the Kolmogorov- 
Smirnov test statistics with * denoting a lack of fit at a=0.05, and ** at a=0.01. 

The low number of inter-site Bray-Curtis dissimilarities occupying the [0.9, I ]  

interval for the coenocline simulations suggest these datasets possessed too 

few sites where few or no species were shared (Figure 3.1 0). This implies that 

the coenocline artificial datasets were more compositionally homogenous than 

the real dataset. Resampling simulations generally produced too many inter- 



site distances in the [0.9,1] interval demonstrating a higher degree of species 

turnover among sites than exhibited in the observed dataset (Figure 3.10). 

3.5. Discussion 

3.5.1 Realism of the simulated datasets 

The results show that there was great variation in the ability of the differently 

parameterized coenocline models to generate data similar to that of Sewell 

and Catterall's large forest remnants bird assemblage. The resampling 

method generated reasonable realizations for all criteria other than the 

distribution of Bray-Curtis inter-site dissimilarities, and even for this 

distribution it produced simulations with the smallest departure from the real 

data. It is not surprising that all of the simulations examined, all produced 

distributions of Bray-Curtis dissimilarities that significantly differed to that 

observed in the real data. The Bray-Curtis dissimilarity coefficient captures 

differences in species richness and abundance in addition to compositional 

difference among sites. Only simulations that closely approximate real 

datasets across most or all criteria are likely to produce simulated data sets 

whose distributions of Bray-Curtis dissimilarities would not show a lack of fit. It 

is important to note that even when the selected ecological descriptors 

differed from those in the reference bird dataset, they remain within the range 

of studies of other organisms (Figures 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6) and hence were not 

unrealistic in general ecological terms. 



The coenocline simulations generated here indicate that the sampling regime 

along an assumed environmental gradient has a large impact on the 

properties of coenocline simulations. The larger range of environmental 

variation (canopy cover in the case used here) associated with the long-tailed 

normal distribution is likely to encompass the environmental ranges (or part 

thereof) of a larger number of species than the short-tailed uniform distribution 

(see Figure 3 .7~) .  It is likely that this explains the higher species richness 

associated with coenocline simulations that use normally distributed 

environmental variation, as well as a higher incidence of rare species (see 

Figure 3.8), which has resulted in a greater compositional variability among 

component sites in these datasets (Figure 3.10). 

The assumed degree of kurtosis of the species response functions also 

affected the artificial datasets generated using the coenocline method. In 

particular, SRF kurtosis seemed to influence the total number of individuals 

observed, with platykurtic SRFs having higher abundances (see Table 3.1). 

The distribution of species abundances (Figure 3.8) shows fewer rare species 

for platykurtic coenocline simulations in comparison to their leptokurtic 

counterparts. A possible explanation for this is the greater drop in simulated 

abundance with a shift away from the mode of a leptokurtic SRF. 

It is important to note that in the present study, species parameters and 

environmental variation were obtained through expert estimates rather than 

measurement. The measurement of such parameters and effects is often 

impractical or impossible, especially when the entire niche breadth of 



component species is not contained within calibration datasets. Inaccuracies 

in model inputs will always be a consideration in coenocline modeling field 

assemblages. 

3.5.2. Considerations in coenocline and resampling simulation 

A number of issues arise in the use of coenocline models to simulate 

assemblage datasets. First, a lack of realism in one type of coenocline model 

input can be partially offset by varying other inputs. In this study, for instance, 

simulations based on a uniform environmental variation invariably produced 

too many individuals, but then leptokurtic coenocline simulations based on 

uniform samples produced fewer individuals than the corresponding 

platykurtic coenocline simulations, partially offsetting the overestimation in 

abundance. However, such adjustments then produce effects that may 

reduce the realism of other aspects of the artificially generated assemblage. It 

is unlikely that a researcher has sufficient background knowledge to ensure 

realism, and the results here suggest that relatively minor adjustments to 

assumed parameters can lead to large effects on simulated datasets. 

Second, in the present study only one gradient has been considered. Brown 

(1 984) suggests that generally between five and ten gradients govern 

variation in species abundance. However, while a single gradient is unlikely to 

describe variation in species abundance adequately, the number of 

parameters required in coenoplane or higher dimension gradient models 

become unwieldy and make model optimization difficult (Huisman et al,1993). 



The complexity observed here in attempting to calibrate a one-gradient 

coenocline to simulate realistic assemblages illustrates this point. Third, the 

p-function may not be the most appropriate coenocline model (see Fresco, 

1982 and Oksanen, 1997), and an alternative, the Huisman-Oksanen-Fresco 

(HOF) models, has been proposed by Husiman et a1.(1993). However, the 

HOF models remain untested in a simulation context and their use in such a 

role involves additional complexity in SRF specification. 

The resampling method generated reasonably realistic simulations of the 

observed dataset. This is not surprising since it is based on the dataset itself, 

and relies on only the implicit relationships contained in the calibration data. 

The use of a random deviate for noise other than the Poisson (e.g. Negative 

Binomial or over-dispersed Poisson) may provide an avenue to further 

improve artificial datasets generated by this method. The resampling method 

provides a way of simulating realistic ecological assemblages without 

requiring an understanding the underlying nature of the assemblage. 

However, there are few model parameters that can be varied to alter the 

nature of resampling-based simulated assemblages and, in this sense, 

reproduction of valid simulations by this method provides limited potential for 

exploring the statistical methods aimed at detecting or characterizing variation 

in species assemblage datasets. This is in contrast to coenocline models, 

which have been instrumental in the development and assessment of 

statistical techniques used in community ecology data analysis (e.g. Austin, 

1987; Minchin, 1987a, 1989; Palmer, 1993). 



Both the coenocline and resampling simulation methods show potential for 

use in exploring the characteristics and applications of multivariate tests used 

in community ecology. The coenocline provides a more versatile model where 

specific properties of assemblages can be varied, but there is a significant risk 

that properties of the simulated data deviate substantially from those 

observed in real ecological datasets. Resampling simulations produce realistic 

simulated assemblages, but varying the nature of these assemblages in an 

ecologically realistic way may prove difficult because of the lack of model 

parameters that can be used to simulate ecological differences and the 

complete dependence on observed data. Further development of the 

resampling method may provide further avenues which address this limitation. 



Chapter 4 

4.0 A comparison of two methods for generating artificial 
multi-assemblage ecological datasets 

4.1 Introduction 

4. I .  I Tests for ecological difference 

In ecological research and environmental management it is often necessary to 

test for differences between two or more assemblages of species. For 

example, such differences may occur between the assemblages that occupy 

two different environments, or between two different times (such as before 

and after an environmental change) in a particular area. 

Ordination techniques that describe the differences in species composition 

among individual sampling units have been well studied, and simulated 

datasets have been widely used to assess their ability to portray patterns of 

differences among sites whose environmental characteristics may vary (see 

Austin, 1976; Minchin, 1987a; Palmer, 1993; akland, 1999). However, little 

work has been done to compare the ability of different inferential multivariate 

techniques to detect differences among assemblages occupying different 

predetermined ecological treatments (e.g. habitats or environments). This 

would require the generation of artificial datasets that contain two or more 

discretely different assemblages, with predetermined levels of difference. This 

chapter describes methods of generating such datasets. 



4.1.2 Evaluating statistical methods used for the analysis of ecological 
assemblage data 

Minchin (1 987a) identified the following three approaches for assessing 

ordination techniques: (1 ) comparing the results of different indirect ordination 

techniques run on the same sets of field data; (2) examining the coincidence 

of results from indirect ordination techniques and direct methods; and (3) 

applying the ordination techniques to simulated data with known properties. 

The first approach is limited by the availability of datasets where the 

underlying properties of the assemblage are sufficiently understood to allow 

variation in a realistic and controlled manner. The second approach assumes 

that community variation is adequately described by the direct gradient 

analysis model chosen (Minchin, 1987a), and is restricted to the assessment 

of indirect gradient analysis methods. The third approach offers two 

advantages. First, gradients of specific variation can be incorporated into the 

datasets so that a technique's ability to identify a specific type and/or level of 

community variation can be assessed (Minchin, 1987a). Second, large 

numbers of replicate datasets can be generated so that the power and/or 

reliability of a technique can be evaluated. 

4.1.3 Aims of this chapter 

The aim of this chapter is to describe and compare two simulation methods 

able to generate artificial assemblage datasets relevant to research designs 

that aim to test hypotheses concerning differences among assemblages. The 

first method, a modified version of Minchin's (1987b) procedure, is based on 

the response of the species' abundance to environmental variation, and is the 



coenocline method discussed in Chapter 3. The second method is a 

technique for generating artificial multi-assemblage datasets through 

resampling existing field datasets with the addition of selected types of 

controlled difference between assemblages. Simulation methods are 

assessed on the basis of their ability to: (1) achieve specified types and levels 

of ecological variation among assemblages within the generated datasets; 

and (2) maintain this consistently across replicate simulations. 

4.2 Ecological assemblage data structures and ecological difference 

As discussed in Chapter 3, ecological assemblage datasets are often 

represented using a site by species matrix, a table where the abundances or 

occurrences of a number of individual species (columns) are indexed by 

sampling units (rows; e.g. site or occasion). Datasets where species are 

sampled in either a relatively homogenous environment or continuously along 

gradients are generally represented using a single site by species matrix. 

When two or more discrete environmental situations (environments or 

habitats) are considered, there is a separate site by species matrix associated 

with each habitat. Datasets containing a number of site by species matrices, 

each associated with a particular habitat, will be referred to here as multi- 

assemblage datasets. Each multi-assemblage dataset will contain a number 

of component assemblages. 

There are a number of different aspects in which species assemblages (as 

represented by site by species matrices) may differ between two habitats. 

This is similar to the problem in Chapter 3 where a simulated assemblage was 



compared to the observed assemblage from which it was developed. 

However, in comparison of two component assemblages it is also necessary 

to develop criteria which will provide a measure of the difference between 

assemblages. Taking both of these needs into consideration, the following 

criteria have been defined. 

1. The number of species observed in each assemblage (species 

richness). 

2. The number of individuals that occur (irrespective of species) in each 

assemblage (total abundance). 

3. The degree to which species are shared by assemblages, or are 

unique to an assemblage, and their differing overall abundances 

between assemblages (compositional similarity and turnover). 

4. Differences in the distribution of individuals of a species (or all 

individuals) across within-assemblage sites (for example patchiness, or 

between-site heterogeneity). 

5. Differences in the distribution of individuals among the various species 

(for example, differences in species evenness). 

The third (compositional similarity and turnover) includes both the presence or 

absence of particular species and the increases or decreases in their relative 

abundances. In practice, it is difficult to distinguish a species absence from an 

assemblage due to environmental causation from an absence due to low 

abundance coupled with random variation. Furthermore, curves that plot 

accumulated species numbers in an assemblage against area or sampling 



effort do not have fixed upper bounds, so it is difficult to define true 

"absences". In other words, the failure to exhaustively sample a habitat means 

species may be present but not observed. 

Real assemblages are likely to differ simultaneously in a number of the listed 

aspects, and any multivariate test for difference is likely to be sensitive to 

many of them. Some differences (such as species richness, evenness or total 

abundance) can be compared among assemblages through the use of 

univariate indices. However, if a multivariate test for difference is used, it is 

also desirable to know if its results were influenced by these, or other types of 

ecological difference. Some aspects of a test's sensitivity may be predicted 

from knowledge of model properties. However, in the presence of complex 

ecological variation, some outcomes might be difficult to predict, and 

underlying test assumptions difficult to validate. An alternative approach is to 

empirically evaluate the performance of multivariate tests for difference, by 

applying them to datasets in which each aspect of ecological difference is 

varied in a controlled manner, independent of the others. 

4.3 Methods for generating multi-assemblage artificial datasets 

Both the coenocline and resampling simulation methods were used to 

generate datasets portraying certain ecological situations, or cases. A case 

refers to a set of replicate artificial datasets generated by a particular 

simulation method exhibiting a particular imposed level of ecological 

difference among the assemblages contained within the dataset (component 

assemblages). For both simulation methods, five cases were considered, 



ranging from no ecological difference (CASE 0) to high levels of ecological 

difference (CASE 4). These are discussed in the following sections. 

4.3.1 Coenocline method 

Using coenocline simulation for the generation of an assemblage of species in 

a particular environment involves sampling each species' SRF at the location 

along the environmental gradient occupied by that assemblage (as in Chapter 

3). Generating a multi-assemblage dataset involves sampling SRFs at a 

number of vicinities (represented by clusters of gradient values), where each 

vicinity corresponds to the habitat associated with each component 

assemblage (see Figure 4.1). The simulation shown in Figure 4.1 would yield 

two assemblage datasets, each a matrix of four replicate sites by three 

potentially occurring species (even though only two are actually observed for 

each assemblage). When combined into a single data matrix, these become a 

multi-assemblage dataset. 

As in Chapter 3, p-function coenoclines (SRFs) were calibrated using field 

data from a study on the effect of urbanization on a bird assemblage of south- 

east Queensland (see Sewell and Catterall, 1998). Expert knowledge 

(Catterall) was used to estimate the p-function parameters for each of 72 

species that occurred in at least one of the 117 sites, spanning six habitats 

sampled in Sewell and Catterall's study. Apart from noise, a single 

environmental surrogate gradient, percentage tree canopy cover, was used to 

conceptually represent both the within and between assemblage variation. 

Values of A. (relative modal abundance), m (percent tree cover corresponding 



with modal abundance), and r (range of tree covers occupied) were 

nominated for each species based on extensive background knowledge. 

Repeated simulations with a range of skewness and kurtosis levels revealed 

that the use of symmetric leptokurtic (a = y =  5) coenoclines based on 

normally distributed environmental variation gave simulated data with a 

reasonable resemblance to the calibration dataset (Chapter 3). The artificial 

assemblages generated in Chapter 3 were taken from the centre of gradient, 

those assumed to be representative of sites from the large forest remnant 

(LREM) habitat. In the present chapter, it is assumed that the accuracy of the 

SRFs hold over the wider range of gradient values used to generate the multi- 

assemblage datasets. 

a) 80, 
i / Species 1 Species 2 

Figure 4.1 Processes and components used to generate deterministic species 
abundances using a one-gradient coenocline model. (a) SRFs using a p-function 
(parameter values for species 1,2, 3 respectively are: A. = 60, 60,40; m= 20,40, 80; r 
= 40, 80,44). (b) Two sampling distributions of the gradient (each a normal 
distribution: ~ ( 2 0 ~ 1 2 ~ )  and ~ ( 8 0 ~ 1 2 ~ ) )  giving a range of gradient values for 
assemblages A and B. + and o represent random observations of the gradient values 



(sites) within each assemblage, which are input into the p-function to obtain a 
deterministic abundance for each species at the 8 sites(.). 

Each simulated assemblage was based on 20 sites (with 40 sites per two- 

assemblage dataset). Table 4.1 gives the distribution of between-assemblage 

(percentage canopy cover) difference used to identify the two component 

assemblages contained in the replicate multi-assemblage datasets associated 

with each of the five cases. Sites in each component assemblage are a 

random sample of normally distributed percent canopy covers with the level of 

difference between assemblages coinciding with differences between the 

distributions of percentage canopy covers (Table 4.1). 

Table 4.1 Percentage canopy cover distributions used to identify the five 
cases for the p-function coenocline simulated datasets. 

Environmental variation (percentage canopy cover) for: 

o,,, Assemblage A Assemblage B 

CO (no diff.) ~ ( 4 5 , 1 2 ~ )  N(4 5,122) 

C2 ~ ( 3 7 , l  22) 

C3 ~ ( 3 3 , 1 2 ~ )  

C4 (high diff.) ~ ( 2 9 ~ 1  22) 

As in Chapter 3, sampling variation (noise) within each simulated dataset was 

generated by sampling a Poisson distribution whose A was set to the 

corresponding species and site of the deterministic site by species matrix (the 

expected abundance) (as in Figure 3.3). The simulated data resembled the 

real data in terms of species richness, site abundance distributions, and inter- 

site dissimilarities. Coenocline-simulated multi-assemblage datasets were 



generated using the ~ a v a ~ ~  program COMSIM-COEN written by the author 

(see Appendix B and accompanying CD). 

4.3.2 The resampling method 

An alternative method of generating artificial site by species matrices is to 

apply resampling simulation techniques to real datasets. In Chapter 3, the 

resampling method was introduced where single assemblage datasets were 

generated using bootstrap sampling. This method is now extended to 

generate replicate multi-assemblage datasets whose component 

assemblages do not differ. 

Simulation of datasets that showed controlled differences in their species 

composition involved several further steps (Table 4.2). First, a real 'template 

dataset' was defined and used as the basis for creating two assemblages that 

differed in species composition but had the same number of species 

(richness). Second, the desired difference was specified in terms of the 

proportion of all species that were present in both assemblages (shared 

species). Third, a common pool of species was created, which contained 

sufficient species in total to permit both the desired percent of non-shared 

species and a species richness in each component assemblage that was 

equal to that of the template dataset. This required the enlargement of the 

template through the addition of artificial species. Fourth, two derived 

assemblages were formed, each with the desired number of shared and non- 

shared (unique) species (see Table 4.2 for detailed steps). 



Table 4.2 Steps used in the resampling method to generate an artificial dataset 
containing two compositionally different component assemblages. 

1. Obtain an n site by k species matrix of abundances representing a real single 
assemblage dataset (template dataset). 

2. Decide on level of compositional difference between assemblages in resulting 
simulated datasets (e.g. 60% of species to be shared). 

3. Form an enlarged dataset by generating artificial species from the template 
datasets. 

a. From step 2 calculate the number of additional (artificial) species 
needed in the enlarged dataset (the number of species unique to either 
assemblage, a). 

b. Classify species in the template dataset into different abundance 
classes based on their total abundance (e.g. highly abundant, 
moderately abundant and rare). 

c. Allocate each artificial species to be generated to an abundance class 
based on the proportions of real species in each abundance class. 

d. Calculate site-specific abundances of each artificial species within a 
particular abundance class as follows: 

i. Obtain a Monte Carlo random sample of size n from the 
empirical probability distribution of abundances of a 
randomly chosen real species in that abundance class. . . 

11. Rescale these abundances so they sum to the total abundance 
of another randomly chosen real species in that abundance 
class. This results in an artificial species that has the a 
sampling distribution related to one real species in its 
abundance class and the same total abundance as another. . . . 

in. Randomly allocate the n samples to the n sites. 
e. Form the enlarged dataset randomly interspersing artificial species 

with species in original dataset. 

4. Designate the first (k - a) species in the enlarged dataset as species common to 
both assemblages, species (k - a + 1) to (k) as species unique to component 
assemblage A, and species (k +1) to (k + a) as unique to assemblage b. 

5. Bootstrap n sites from the enlarged dataset to form each component 
assemblage setting the abundances of species not occurring in that component 
assemblage (based on step 4) to zero. 

6. Combine both component assemblages into a single multi-assemblage dataset 
with N = 2n sites and k + a potentially occurring species. 

7. Incorporate sampling variation by using deterministic abundances in dataset in 
step 6 as expected values of some sampling distribution. 



Care was taken to generate datasets whose component assemblages' 

species richness and total abundance was approximately equal to that of the 

template dataset. This ensured that generated compositional differences 

among component assemblages were not confounded with other sources of 

ecological variation. 

In the present chapter, the unmodified template dataset, containing 41 

species, was the winter bird count observed at 20 sites within a single habitat 

(large remnants of forest) from Sewell and Catterall's (1 998) study (see 

Chapter 3). Table 4.3 shows the five levels of between-assemblage difference 

that were simulated, with 41 species always present in each component 

assemblage. In order to generate artificial species whose distributional 

characteristics (e.g. patchiness) were comparable to real species of similar 

abundance, the species in the template dataset were first grouped into five 

abundance classes (Table 4.4). Artificial species were stratified across these 

classes according to the proportions occurring in the template data. Within 

each abundance class, each artificial species was generated by scaling the 

between-site relative abundances of a randomly selected species to the total 

(across-site) abundance of another randomly selected species. Unlike real 

species in the template dataset, random sampling of individual artificial 

species (see Table 4.2) meant no associations with other species (real or 

artificial) at the different sites could be maintained. New artificial species were 

generated for each simulated dataset. 



Table 4.3 Levels of between-assemblage difference associated with the resampling 
simulation method. 
Case Number of Number of Number of Percent of 

species shared species unique species in species shared 
by both to each enlarged pool by both 

assemblages assemblage assemblages 
RO (no diff) 41 0 41 100 

R 4  (High diff.) 29 12 53 7 1 

Table 4.4 Abundance classes used in generating artificial species by the 
resampling method. 

Species (across-site) Number of species in Abundance class 
total abundance LREM dataset 

1 (rare species) <= 2 8 

5 (common species) > 20 10 

Preliminary runs of the resampling simulation outputs based on the enlarged 

species pools (without noise) revealed that artificial species tended to exhibit 

lower abundances than real species and were therefore under-represented in 

the simulated datasets. To remedy this a Negative Binomial distribution with x 

= deterministic abundance + 0.5 and p = 0.55 was used to represent noise for 

artificial species. This produced artificial species with similar total abundances 

to real species. Sampling variation of real species, as in the coenocline 

method, was represented by a Poisson distribution with A =  deterministic 

abundance. 



Each resampling method artificial dataset generated for the present study 

comprised two assemblages of 20 sites (total 40 sites), and was generated 

using the ~ a v a ~ ~  program, COMSIM-RES developed by the author (see 

Appendix B and accompanying CD). 

Levels of between-assemblage difference for both simulation methods were 

chosen to reflect sufficient difference to be detectable by at least the most 

powerful multivariate test for difference but to contain low enough levels of 

between-assemblage differences so all tests did not show a difference for all 

datasets (making the various tests indistinguishable in terms of power). It 

should be noted that levels of differences for coenocline simulation method 

are not meant to coincide with levels of the resampling simulation method 

except for representing low (case I), intermediate (case 2) and high (case 3) 

levels of between-assemblage difference. 

4.3.3 Assessment and comparison of simulation methods 

In order to assess and compare the performance of the two simulation 

techniques, six aspects of three ecological descriptors were measured for 

each multi-assemblage dataset: species richness; total abundance; and 

compositional similarity (Table 4.5). The percentage of species shared was 

considered in addition to the number of species shared to offset the effect of 

species richness differences among the component assemblages. 

The mean and standard errors of each dataset descriptor for each of the 10 

cases (two simulation methods x five difference levels) was calculated based 



on 1000 replicate simulated datasets and used to assess differences. The 

relative empirical frequency distribution of Bray-Curtis inter-site dissimilarities 

(Bray & Curtis, 1957) was also generated based on the dissimilarities from 25 

randomly selected multi-assemblage datasets for each case. Dissimilarities 

from the 25 datasets (for each case) were combined and then partitioned into 

within- or between- assemblage classes resulting in 10000 between- 

assemblage and 9500 within-assemblage Bray-Curtis dissimilarities per case. 

For each case, a between-assemblage and a within-assemblage 

dissimilarities histogram were generated where frequencies were calculated 

based on 25 classes of dissimilarity ranging from 0 - 0.04 (highly similar) to 

0.96-1 (highly dissimilar). The Bray-Curtis dissimilarity coefficient was chosen 

because it is reported to be both robust to non-linearities in species responses 

(Faith et a/., 1987), to accurately reflect true ecological difference over its 

entire 0 to 1 scale (Bloom, 1981 ; Legendre and Legendre, 1998), and it is 

widely used in multivariate analysis of ecological community data represented 

by abundances (Faith et a/., 1987). 

Table 4.5 Ecological descriptors used to characterize simulated datasets and their 
component assemblages. (see Table 4.1 for the specifications of assemblages A and B 
in the coenocline method). 
Species richness 

- Total number of species occurring in both assemblages (A & B) 

- Number of species occurring in assemblage A minus those in B 

Total abundance 

- Number of individuals occurring in entire dataset (A & B ) 

- Number of individuals in assemblage A minus those in B 

Compositional similarity 

- Number of species common to assemblages A and B 

- Percentage of species common to assemblage A and B 



4.4 Results 

The ecological descriptors for all simulations are shown in Figures 4.2 - 4.5. 

The number of species contained in the coenocline datasets was substantially 

greater than that observed in resampling generated datasets (Figure 4.2a & 

4.2b). Both simulation methods generated datasets with increases in the 

numbers of species observed, with increasing levels of ecological difference 

among component assemblages (Figure 4.2a & 4.2b). 

Unlike resampling simulations, which exhibited negligible species richness 

difference among component assemblages, coenocline simulations showed 

increasing levels of species richness difference among component 

assemblages with increasing levels of ecological difference (Figure 4 . 2 ~  & 

4.2d); indicating species richness at the upper end of the simulated gradient 

was less than at its lower end 

* co C1 C2 C3 C4 co C1 C2 C3 C4 
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40 -0.04 
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Figure 4.2 Total dataset species richness (means of 1000 reps.) for different levels of 
ecological difference (cases) of a) Coenocline (all SE's < 0.1 1) and b) Resampling 
simulations (all SE's < 0.03); and species richness difference between assemblages 



for c) Coenoclines (all SE's < 0.172) and d) Resampling (all SE's < 0.041) 
simulations. 

There appeared to be no difference in total dataset abundance among the 

resampling method cases, and these simulations invariably yielded higher 

abundances than the coenocline simulations (Figure 4.3). The coenocline 

method yielded a decrease in the total dataset abundance as component 

assemblage differences increased (Figure 4.3), consistent with the decrease 

in species richness seen in Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.3 Total dataset total abundance (mean of 1000 reps) for different levels of 
ecological difference (cases) of a) Coenocline (all SE7s < 0.1 1) and b) Resampling 
simulations (all SE's < 0.03); and total abundance difference between assemblages for 
c) Coenoclines (all SE7s < 0.172) and d) Resampling (all SE's < 0.041) simulations. 

Regardless of simulation method, datasets with no ecological difference 

among component assemblages (CASES CO and RO) showed no differences 

in the number of individuals contained in each component assemblage 

(Figure 4 . 3 ~  & 4.3d). Unlike resampling simulations, which showed negligible 

change in the abundance differences among component assemblages, 

coenocline simulations demonstrated increasing abundance differences 

among assemblages with increasing ecological difference among component 



assemblages (Figure 4.3), consistent with the species richness difference 

(Figure 4.2). The differences reflect a greater concentration of species at the 

lower end and middle end of the environmental gradient (percentage canopy 

cover, Table 4.1) in the underlying coenocline model. This could be an 

idiosyncratic property of this field study system and the way in which the 

coenocline SRFs were generated, rather than a characteristic of either the 

coenocline model or the bird assemblage in general. 

Datasets generated by both methods gave a decrease in the number and 

percentages of species shared among component assemblages with 

increasing levels of ecological difference (Figure 4.4). Numbers of species 

shared among component assemblages were higher for the coenocline 

simulations than resampling simulations, however, this relationship was 

reversed when the effects of dataset species richness were removed by 

considering percentage rather than absolute values (Figure 4.4). 
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Figure 4.4 Number of species shared between component assemblages A and B (mean 
of 1000 reps) associated with different levels of ecological difference (cases) of the a) 
Coenocline (all SE's < 0.131) and b) Resampling simulations (all SE's < 0.065); and 
percentage of species shared for c) Coenocline (all SE's < 0.1 18) and d) Resampling 
(all SE's < 0.182) simulations. 



Within-assemblage compositional dissimilarity for coenocline simulations 

showed a different frequency pattern than the dissimilarities from resampling 

simulations (Figure 4.5). This could reflect idiosyncratic differences in the 

within-assemblage species response functions and the different parts of the 

environmental gradient simulated in this study. There was also a higher 

incidence of large Bray-Curtis dissimilarities in resampling assemblages, 

suggesting that within-assemblage compositional dissimilarity was higher in 

these simulations than in coenocline simulations (Figure 4.5). 

0 0.5 1 0  0.5 1 

Bray-Curtis dissimilarity Bray-Curtis dissimilarity 

Figure 4.5 Within-assemblage compositional dissimilarity for a) Coenocline and b) 
Resampling simulations; and, between-assemblage compositional dissimilarity for c) 
Coenocline; and d) Resampling simulations as represented by the relative 
distributions of Bray-Curtis inter-site dissimilarities. For each case of each simulation 
method, the distribution is based on the Bray-Curtis dissimilarities of 25 replicate 
simulated datasets. 

The level of between-assemblage compositional dissimilarity varied more with 

the degree of ecological difference for coenocline than for resampling 

simulations (Figure 4 . 5 ~  & 4.5d). As expected, due to the study design, a 

greater proportion of between-assemblage dissimilarities occurred in the 



classes of high dissimilarity than within-assemblage dissimilarities for all non- 

zero cases (Figure 4.5). 

4.5 Discussion 

4.5. I Comparison of simulation methods 

The two simulation methods showed some differences in the types and levels 

of ecological variation (Table 4.5) that they generated. The component 

assemblages of the coenocline-simulated datasets differed in all three types 

of ecological variation identified here (species richness, total abundance and 

species composition). It is no surprise that compositional difference was the 

predominant type of ecological difference among resampling method 

simulation component assemblages, since this technique was designed to 

generate differences in composition without varying species richness or 

abundance. 

The differences between the distributions and levels of within- and between- 

assemblage Bray-Curtis dissimilarity among datasets generated by the 

different simulation methods is likely to be a reflection of the levels and types 

of ecological differences they portray. Many multivariate analysis techniques 

use dissimilarities generated by coefficients such as the Bray-Curtis to 

compare assemblages. It is likely that differences observed here in the 

distributions of Bray-Curtis dissimilarities will affect the ability of these 

multivariate techniques to detect or portray component assemblage 

differences. 



Another difference between the two simulation methods used here is the ease 

with which each method can be calibrated. The method of calibrating P- 

function SRFs here, using expert knowledge of field data to estimate SRF 

parameters, is difficult because extensive knowledge of a template 

assemblage is needed to get realistic estimates of SRF parameters. Even in a 

well-studied system such as this one, the resulting SRF distributions were 

based on expert opinion. It is uncertain whether the apparent changes in 

species richness and abundance with greater simulated degrees of difference 

along the single hypothetical gradient, reflect underlying reality or 

idiosyncrasies in the SRF generation process. For example, only the species 

that occurred in large open-forest remnants of Sewell and Catterall's (1 998) 

study were used to generate SRFs. Species that prefer high or low canopy 

cover were hence probably under-represented in the dataset. In general, the 

accurate fitting of SRFs to field data is impossible because species would 

need to be sampled sufficiently over their entire range of occurrence, also 

spanning independent variation in different environmental variables. 

Furthermore, because of the large number of parameters associated with P- 

functions, extensive optimization is required to obtain estimates of these 

parameters unless simplifying assumptions are made (Austin et a/., 1994), 

and dependencies among certain p-function parameters can cause problems 

in statistically fitting the p-function to abundance data (Oksanen, 1997). 

Alternatives to field data calibration of coenoclines, such as sampling 

parameters independently from assumed distributions (as done by Minchin, 



1987a; Palmer, 1993 and Bkland, 1999) have no guarantee of producing 

ecologically realistic simulated datasets. Although little has been done in 

assessing the realism of coenocline-simulated assemblages generated in this 

way, it is unlikely that all SRF parameters are independent both for a 

particular species and among different species. 

The resampling method does not require an in-depth knowledge of the 

calibration assemblage. This method, which involves the creation of artificial 

species, can be readily applied to any site by species matrix to generate 

multiple assemblages with specified levels of compositional difference. 

Simulated difference among component assemblages would not necessarily 

be restricted to compositional difference, and as long as a type of ecological 

difference can be quantified, it could be incorporated into the resampling 

method. For example, the following types of difference could be readily 

simulated using the resampling method without requiring the use of artificial 

species: changes in relative species abundances (e.g. specified reductions in 

a proportion of species in one assemblage), changes in evenness (e.g. 

reduced abundances of uncommon species), and differences in overall 

abundance. Controlled species richness differences could be simulated with 

or without the use of artificial species. 

An important contrast between the coenocline and resampling simulation 

methods is that only in the latter can one component of ecological difference 

be manipulated independently of another. In the coenocline method there is 

little control over the types and levels of ecological difference created. Another 



advantage of the resampling method is that it preserves some of the 

correlation structure among species (since sites, with all their species, are the 

resampling unit). However, the generation of artificial species, and the 

addition of noise, both disrupt this structure to a limited extent. In spite of this, 

comparisons of the simulated data with the real data showed the simulations 

produced realistic data. Developing simulation methods with even greater 

realism will be a fruitful area for future research. However, the methods 

described here should be an effective basis for assessing many aspects of 

the performance of multivariate tests for difference. 

4.5.2 Applications 

Artificial multi-assemblage datasets have a use in assessing power and type I 

error rates of multivariate tests for difference. Although some multivariate 

tests for difference have been compared in terms of their model properties 

(see Legendre and Anderson, 1999), little has been done to compare these 

techniques using simulated data either in a broader data analysis context, or 

in their ability to specifically identify difference among ecological 

assemblages. Such a comparison would identify which tests would be most 

suitable under certain ecological conditions, or for detecting specific types of 

ecological variation. 

Both the coenocline and resampling simulation methods were shown here to 

be capable of generating artificial multiple-assemblage datasets. The 

resampling method is useful because of its ability to specifically reflect 

particular types of difference among assemblages while controlling other 



sources of ecological variation, which allows the examination of a test's ability 

to detect selected types of ecological difference among assemblages. Even 

though the coenocline method was developed for simulating continuous 

difference along gradients, it has been shown here that it can be readily 

adapted to the task of simulating discrete differences, corresponding with 

environmental discontinuities. The coenocline method would be useful in 

generating artificial assemblages that differ simultaneously in a number of 

different ways, as would be the case in most real-world situations. A 

multivariate technique that compares favorably for both types of simulated 

data is likely to be superior for general comparisons of field assemblage 

datasets. 



Chapter 5 

5.0 The statistical power of tests for differences among 
ecological assemblages: a comparative assessment 

5.1 Introduction 

There are a number of multivariate tests for difference that can be employed 

to test for differences among ecological assemblages (Wilks, 1932; Mielke et 

a/. , 1976; Clarke, 1993; Scheiner, 1993; Legendre & Anderson, 1999; 

Anderson, 2001 ; Anderson & Willis, 2003). However, the relative 

effectiveness of these tests for identifying differences between assemblages 

has received little attention. 

Ecological difference among assemblages has a number of components.. In 

Chapter 4 five ways in which assemblages may differ were identified: (1) 

species richness, the number of species observed in each assemblage; (2) 

total abundance, the number of individuals that occur (irrespective of species) 

in each assemblage; (3) compositional similarity or turnover, the degree to 

which species are shared by assemblages, or unique to an assemblage, and 

their differing abundances between assemblages; (4) differences in the 

distribution of individuals of a species (or all individuals) across within- 

assemblage sites; and (5) differences in the distribution of individuals among 

species. Furthermore, either the average tendency or the extent of between- 

site variation in these characteristics may be affected by environmental 

change, and either, or both, may be the target of ecological questions 

(Anderson, 2001). 



Parametric multivariate analysis of variance (parametric MANOVA; Mardia et 

a/., 1979) has been used to test for differences among assemblages for a long 

time. However, sparse datasets, non-normality (Clarke, 1993), heterogeneous 

assemblage variance-covariance, non-linear relationships among species 

(Biondini et a/., 1988) and small sample sizes are common factors that 

characterize ecological assemblage data and cause problems for parametric 

MANOVA (Biondini et a/., 1988; Clarke, 1993; Legendre & Anderson, 1999; 

Anderson, 2001). Recent advances in computational power have lead to the 

development of a wide range of distribution-free alternatives to parametric 

MANOVA, namely, randomization-based multivariate tests for difference. 

In Chapter 2, a number of recently developed alternatives to parametric 

MANOVA were discussed which circumvent many of the assumptions 

associated with this parametric test for difference. These technique use 

randomization procedures to conduct hypothesis tests, and fall into two 

categories: Mantel techniques; and canonical ordination tests for difference. 

Mantel techniques, which include tests for difference such as ANOSIM, MRPP 

and NP-MANOVA, operate directly on the dissimilarities and use these as the 

observations in a randomization-based univariate ANOVA. Canonical 

ordination techniques, such as CCA, RDA, db-RDA and CAP, only operate 

indirectly on the dissimilarities through ordination, constraining this ordination 

to a model made up of factors (such as habitat) andlor environmental 

gradients. 



Assessment of the capabilities of inferential statistical tests is generally 

performed using power analyses, which compare the techniques' abilities to 

reject a false null hypothesis (Rosner, 1990). In the context of multivariate 

techniques used to detect differences among ecological assemblages, power 

analysis would assess the relative abilities of various multivariate tests to 

detect change among truly different ecological assemblages. Sample size, 

within-group variation, level of significance and level of difference among 

populations (effect size) will all affect the power of such a test (Zar, 1996). 

However, few protocols for assessing the power of multivariate tests exist. 

This stems in part from the difficulty in expressing differences among 

multivariate samples, particularly ecological assemblages, which can be 

readily simulated. 

The objective of the present study is to examine the relative abilities of five 

different multivariate tests for difference (four randomization tests plus 

parametric MANOVA) in analyzing ecological assemblage datasets, using 

simulated ecological datasets in which both the sample sizes, and the types 

and levels of between-assemblage difference are varied. A protocol for the 

comparison of such techniques based on the simulation methods and 

procedures outlined in Chapter 4 is also developed. 

5.2 Methods 

5.2.7 Data analyses 

The five techniques compared in this study are: 

(1) ANOSIM (Analysis of Similarity, Clarke, 1993); 



(2) MRPP (Multi-response Permutation Procedure, Meilke et a/., 1976); 

(3 )  NP-MANOVA (Nonparametric Multivariate Analysis of Variance, Anderson, 

2001 ); 

(4) CAP (Canonical Ordination of Principal Coordinates, Anderson & Willis, 2003); 

and 

(5) parametric MANOVA (Wilks, 1932; Mardia et a/., 1979). 

The criteria for choosing the tests were: ( I )  they represent a variety of 

techniques that could be used to test the hypothesis of ecological difference 

between pre-defined assemblages, (2) all except the "traditional" parametric 

MANOVA could be used in conjunction with the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity 

measure of between-site difference, thus removing differences among 

techniques that could otherwise be due to the choice of the dissimilarity 

measure; and (3) at least one test from each type of randomization-based 

tests for difference (Mantel techniques and canonical ordination techniques) 

was considered. 

For a particular dataset, approximate P-values for all four randomization test 

statistics were calculated on the same set of 1000 permutations. Anderson 

(2001) and van den Brink and van den Brink (1990) suggested that 

approximate P-values based on 1000 permutations should provide 

satisfactory estimates of exact P-values. 

All tests were run on unmodified species abundance counts (without 

transformation or standardization). All randomization test statistics were 

calculated using Bray-Curtis dissimilarities (Bray & Curtis, 1957). 



All tests, except parametric MANOVA, used the full species complement in 

each simulated dataset. For parametric MANOVA, species of low frequency 

(those present at the smallest number of sites) were progressively removed 

from the simulated datasets until there were fewer species than sites (a pre- 

condition for parametric MANOVA). Wilks' Lambda was the MANOVA test 

statistic considered. ANOSIM and CAP were also run on the reduced species 

data sets (in addition to the full species data sets) to determine the effect of 

removing less frequent species on the ability of the tests to detect differences 

among assemblages. Given the computational demands involved with the 

power analysis, only a subset (one Mantel test and one Canonical ordination 

test) of the full set of randomization-based tests for difference were run on the 

reduced species simulated datasets. 

For CAP, which uses a subset of the full number of ordination axes (those 

with the top-ranked contribution to total variation), five eigenvectors 

(ordination axes) were retained for the calculation of the test statistic, for 

sample sizes less than or equal to 20, otherwise ten eigenvectors were used. 

The tests were performed using the ~ a v a ' ~  programs, RanMANOVA and 

ParaMANOVA, developed by the author for the purposes of this study (see 

Appendix B and accompanying CD). To ensure accuracy of test statistics and 

P-values, these were verified by comparison with those generated from the 

software written by the authors who developed the various techniques, with 

the exception of parametric MANOVA, which was compared with the 



MANOVA test statistics and P-values generated in S-Plus (Insightful 

Corporation, 2001 ). 

5.2.2 Simulation of ecological difference 

Each simulated dataset contained two component assemblages with equal 

numbers of replicates. The two simulation methods outlined in Chapter 4 were 

used to generate artificial datasets, with varying imposed levels of ecological 

difference between their component assemblages. 

The first simulation method, the coenocline method, is based on a five- 

parameter p-function (as specified by Minchin, 1987). Coenoclines were 

calibrated using a real dataset obtained from a study by Sewell and Catterall 

(1 998) of differences in bird assemblages in different types of forest and 

suburb. Details of this procedure and the datasets generated are described in 

Chapters 3 and 4. This method generated datasets in which the differences in 

species richness, total abundance and species composition between 

component assemblages are confounded (Chapter 4). 

In the second simulation method, the resampling method (developed in 

Chapters 3 & 4), differences between assemblages were restricted to 

compositional difference (species turnover between assemblages), with 

species richness and abundance remaining similar in both. The procedure 

used to generate the artificial multi-assemblage datasets used here is outlined 

in Chapter 4. 



Four levels of ecological difference among dataset component assemblages 

(Cases) were considered for each simulation method, ranging from no 

ecological difference (Case 0) to a high level of difference (Case 3). Tables 

5.1 and 5.2 show the levels of ecological difference simulated for the 

coenocline and resampling simulations respectively. 

Table 5.1 Four levels of between-assemblage difference (cases CO - C3) used for the 
p-fknction coenocline simulated datasets. 

Environmental variation (percentage canopy cover) for: 

Mean and (standard 
Case Difference Assemblage A Assemblage B deviation) % of 

species shared' 
CO none ~ ( 4 5 ~ 1  22)* ~ ( 4 5 ~ 1  22) 60.1 (3.6) 

C1 low ~ ( 4 1 ~ 1 2 ~ )  ~ ( 4 9 ~ 1  22) 58.7 (4.2) 

C2 medium ~ ( 3 7 ~ 1 2 ~ )  ~ ( 5 3 ~ 1 2 ~ )  55.1 (4.8) 

C3 high ~ ( 3  3,l 22) ~ ( 5 7 , 1 2 ~ )  51.1 (4.2) 

"Means and (standard deviations) of percent species shared among assemblages was 
calculated using on each case's 1000 replicate simulations. 

Normal distribution with mean (45) and standard deviation (12) 

Table 5.2 Four levels of between-assemblage difference (cases RO - R3) associated 
with the resampling simulation method. 
Case Difference Number of species Number of Number of species Mean and (standard 

shared by both species unique to in enlarged pool deviation) % of 
assemblages ;ach assemblage (4 1 real&ikcial) species# 

RO none 4 1 0 4 1 93.5 (3.66) 
R1 low 35 6 47 80.1 (3.55) 
R2 medium 3 2 9 50 70.2 (3.57) 
R3 high 29 12 5 3 60.5 (3.77j 
"Means and (standard deviations) of percent species shared among assemblages was 

calculated using on each case's 1000 replicate simulations. 

For both coenocline and resampling simulation methods, the four cases 

considered (Tables 5.1 & 5.2) are taken from the five cases associated with 

each simulation methods in Chapter 4. For the resampling method, the case 

showing the lowest level of between-assemblage difference (Case R1 in 

Table 4.3) has been excluded because it showed insufficiently levels of 



between-assemblage variation. The coenocline case representing the highest 

level of between-assemblage difference (Case C4 in Table 4.1) was omitted 

because these simulations considered sites outside of the environmental 

range considered valid, given the species membership of the assemblage 

used to calibrate the coenoclines. 

Artificial datasets with four sample sizes were generated for each of the eight 

combinations of simulation method (coenocline or resampling) and difference 

level (Case). Global sample sizes (combining both assemblages) of the 

datasets were N = 10, 20, 30,40, containing corresponding component 

assemblage sample sizes of n~ = n~ = 5, 10, 15, 20, respectively. 

5.2.3 Comparison of techniques 

The cases associated with each simulation method represent different 

alternative hypotheses which were used to calculate power. For each test for 

difference, empirical power and type I error rates were generated by 

calculating the proportion of P-values out of 1000 runs that were less than a 

prescribed significance level (set at either 0.05 or 0.01). Runs were essentially 

the 1000 datasets for each of the 32 sample size x simulation method x case 

combinations (4 x 2 x 4). When the simulated datasets contained no imposed 

ecological difference among assemblages (Case 0 for each simulation 

method), the proportion of tests which rejected the null hypothesis of no 

difference among assemblages represented the type I error rate. Where there 

were imposed ecological differences among assemblages (Cases 1,2, & 3), 

the proportion of tests that rejected the null hypothesis at a given significance 



level represented the power of a test for each cases corresponding alternative 

hypothesis (sensu Tracy & Khan, 1989, 1990). 

To complement the power analysis, which is based solely on simulated 

datasets, all tests were also used to compare assemblages contained within 

the real dataset (Sewell & Catterall, 1998) from which the simulations were 

calibrated. P-values for all the tests were calculated based on the comparison 

of the bird assemblage at large forest remnant (LREM) sites with that of small 

forest remnant (SREM) sites, and that of no understorey (NoUS) sites. All 

three datasets can be found in Appendix A. 

SSH-MDS ordinations (Belbin, 1991) were generated for the real datasets 

(LREM, SREM, NoUS) and for a "typical" simulated dataset from each case 

(except Case 0 -no assemblage difference) of each simulation method. The 

ordinations performed on the simulated datasets were generated to provide 

insights into the nature and magnitude of within- and between-assemblage 

variation associated with different levels and types of between-assemblage 

ecological difference, and how this might relate to the corresponding 

variations contained in the real datasets. A typical simulated dataset for each 

case was chosen on the basis that the percentage of species shared between 

assemblages was approximately the same as the mean percentage species 

shared for that case (Tables 5.1 & 5.2). 

5.3 Results 

Power and type I error rates of the four randomization tests (MRPP, ANOSIM, 

NP-MANOVA, CAP) for both the coenocline and resampling simulation 



methods, at the 0.01 and 0.05 levels of significance, are shown in Figures 5.1 

Coenocline, a = 0.01 
t ANOSIM 

a) no difference - co MRPP 
A NP-MANOVA 
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Figure 5.1 Type I error rates (a) and power at low (b), medium (c), and high (d) 
between-assemblage difference for multivariate tests for difference based on 
coenocline simulations and a = 0.01 for the various sample sizes. 
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Figure 5.2 Type I error rates (a) and power at low (b), medium (c), and high (d) 
between-assemblage difference for multivariate tests for difference based on 
coenocline simulations and a = 0.05 for the various sample sizes. 
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Figure 5.3 Type I error rates (a) and power at low (b), medium (c), and high (d) 
between-assemblage difference for multivariate tests for difference based on 
resampling simulations and a = 0.01 for the various sample sizes. 
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Figure 5.4 Type I error rates (a) and power at low (b), medium (c), and high (d) 
between-assemblage difference for multivariate tests for difference based on 
resampling simulations and a = 0.05 for the various sample sizes. 



For coenocline simulations, ANOSIM, MRPP and NP-MANOVA were 

invariably more powerful than CAP for both the 0.01 and 0.05 levels of 

significance (Figures 5.1 & 5.2). There was little difference in power rates 

among all the Mantel tests for all simulated datasets (Figures 5.1 - 5.4). Power 

of the Mantel techniques remained similar for both types of simulated datasets 

(Figures 5.1-5.4), where all techniques demonstrated power above 0.7 for 

datasets with high levels of difference and at least thirty observations (Figures 

5.ld, 5.2d, 5.3d, 5.4d). 

Except for the smallest samples and higher levels of ecological difference 

(where all randomization tests had similar power), the CAP test was generally 

the most powerful test for resampling simulations (Figures 5.3 & 5.4). For low 

levels of between-assemblage difference only CAP demonstrated power 

higher than 0.75 and this was only for resampling datasets with N >= 30 

(Figures 5.1 b, 5.2b, 5.3b, 5.4b). Unlike the Mantel tests, simulation method 

seemed to have a large effect on the power of CAP (Figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 

5.4). 

The power of all tests was very low (< 0.35) for coenocline datasets with low 

levels of between-assemblage difference (Case 1; Figures 5.1 b & 5.2b). All 

tests had power greater than 0.75 at the 0.05 level of significance for datasets 

containing high levels of between-assemblage difference (Case 3) and at 

least 30 observations (Figures 5.2d, 5.3d, 5.4d). 



Both ANOSIM and CAP, regardless of whether run on datasets comprising 

the full set of species, or frequent species only, were considerably more 

powerful than parametric MANOVA for all sample sizes (Figure 5.5). ANOSIM 

based on the full species dataset was somewhat more powerful than ANOSIM 

when only frequently occurring species are included in the dataset (Figure 

5.5), whereas CAP run on full or reduced species coenocline datasets 

demonstrated similar power (Figures 5.5a & 5.5b). As with full species 

datasets (Figures 5.1- 5.4), CAP was less powerful than ANOSIM for 

reduced-species coenocline simulations (Figures 5.5a & 4.5b) and more 

powerful than ANOSIM for reduced-species resampling simulations. Indeed 

for larger sample sizes (N = 30,40), CAP based using the reduced-species 

resampling datasets was more powerful than ANOSIM based on the full 

complement of species (Figures 5 . 5 ~  & 5.5d). Note that the values used for 

power of ANOSIM and CAP for the full complement of species in Figure 5.5 

are those used in Figures 5.lc, 5.2c, 5 . 3 ~  and 5.42. 
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Figure 5.5 Power of ANOSIM and CAP run on simulated datasets of different sample 
sizes with medium levels of between assemblage difference (Case 2) compared with 



the power of parametric MANOVA, ANOSIM and CAP run on the same datasets 
with species of low frequency removed. a) Coenocline simulations with a = 0.01, 
b) Coenocline simulations with a = 0.05, c) Resampling simulations with a = 0.01, 
and d) Resampling simulations with a = 0.05. 

Only CAP exhibited type I error rates which consistently exceeded the 

prescribed significance level, especially at the 0.01 level of significance, and 

for well-replicated coenocline simulations (Figure 5.1). All Mantel test and the 

parametric MANOVA had type I error rates were approximately equal to those 

prescribed (Figures 5.la, 5.2a, 5.3a, 5.4a, 5.5). 

When the full battery of tests was run on three types of assemblage from the 

real dataset (LREM vs SREM and LREM vs NoUS, Sewell & Catterall (1998)), 

only parametric MANOVA failed to reveal a difference at the 0.01 level of 

significance (Table 5.3). SSH-MDS ordinations had high stress and showed 

little separation of habitat types (Figure 5.6), even though the percentage of 

species shared (51 %, 55%) was lower then even the R3 case of the 

resampling simulations (64%). 

Table 5.3 P-values associated with randomization tests and parametric 
MANOVA comparing the bird assemblages of habitats within the 
calibration dataset (20 sites in large forest remnants, LREM), with 
birds of remnants lacking an understorey (NoUS, n=20) and of small 
remnants (SREM, n=20) (Sewell & Catterall, 1998). 

LREM-NOUS LREM-SREM 

% of  species shared 54.5 50.9 
Test P P 
NP-MANOVA 0.008 0.001 
MRPP 0.009 <0.001 
CAP 0.003 0.009 
CAP(reduced spp.) 0.005 0.009 
ANOSIM 0.006 0.003 
ANOSIM(reduced spp.) 0.003 <0.001 
MANOVA(reduced spp .) 0.241 0.441 
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Figure 5.6 SSH-MDS ordination plots for datasets containing bird assemblages 
measured at large forest remnant sites (A), versus (a) forest sites with no understorey 
(0) ; and (b) small forest remnant sites (a). Both datasets have N = 40 and n~ = n~ = 

20. 

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show SSH-MDS ordinations of a typical data set from 

each case exhibiting between-assemblage different for the coenocline, and 

resampling simulation methods respectively. Visually, the within and between 

group variation exhibited in the combined large and small forest remnant sites 

dataset (Figure 5.6b) is approximately the same as that exhibited in the 

resampling case 3 dataset (Figure 5 .8~ ) .  None of the (typical) simulated 

datasets (Figures 5.7 & 5.8) exhibited the same lack of between-assemblage 

difference exhibited in the combined large forest remnant and no-understorey 

remnant dataset (Figure 5.6). 



For both simulation methods, the ordinations show that there is progressively 

less intermixing between sites from the different assemblages as the imposed 

level of difference increases (Figure 5.7 & 5.8). Coenocline assemblages 

show less within-assemblage variability than resampling assemblages 

(Figures 5.7 & 5.8). It is only at the highest levels of assemblage difference in 

the resampling simulations (R3), where the ordinations show a clear 

distinction between the component assemblages (Figure 5.8~). 
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Figure 5.7 SSH-MDS ordination plots for typical coenocline simulations for each 
level of imposed between-assemblage difference. a) Case 1, low levels of between- 
assemblage difference; b) Case 2, medium levels, and; and c) Case 3, high levels. 



A sites from assemblage A, and assemblage B. All datasets have N = 40 and n~ = 

n~ = 20. 
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Figure 5.8 SSH-MDS ordination plots for typical resampling simulations for each 
level of imposed between-assemblage difference. a) Case 1, low levels of between- 
assemblage difference; b) Case 2, medium levels, and; and c) Case 3, high levels. 
A sites from assemblage A, and assemblage B. All datasets have N = 40 and n~ = 

n~ = 20. 



5.4 Discussion 

5.4.1 Performance differences among tests 

The results suggest that the Mantel techniques' test statistic structure and 

composition may have little impact on a technique's to detect differences 

among assemblages. The general lack of difference in power between MRPP 

and NP-MANOVA suggests that the inclusion of a between-group measure of 

dissimilarity in the test statistic may be unnecessary for the purpose of 

detecting differences among assemblages. The similarity in power among 

ANOSIM, MRPP and NP-MANOVA suggests that ranking the dissimilarities 

may not substantially increase the power of randomization tests. 

For the scope of ecological conditions encompassed by the resampling 

simulations, CAP was generally more powerful than the Mantel tests. The 

comparatively poor performance of CAP for the coenocline simulations 

suggests that, unlike Mantel techniques, this test is relatively insensitive to 

assemblage differences in species richness and/or total abundance. When 

only compositional difference represents between-assemblage disparity (as 

was the case for resampling-simulated datasets), CAP was generally 

superior. 

CAP'S use of Principal Coordinate Analysis to convert species abundance (in 

Euclidean space) into coordinates using any dissimilarity coeffcient (e.g. Bray- 

Curtis) may facilitate, through eigen-analysis, the representation of explained 

components of variation inherent in assemblage data. The use of ordination 



scores for such a purpose has been criticized by Anderson (2001), who 

suggested that only information contained in ordination plots would be 

retained in such a model. However, ordination plots are restricted to two or 

three dimensions that may not include important and meaningful components 

of variation in the data, including the between-group differences associated 

with stated hypotheses (Anderson & Willis, 2003). The choice of how many 

ordination axes canonical ordination tests for difference require to 

successfully and appropriately address hypotheses, is an important issue that 

warrants further investigation. Too few axes might exclude important 

components of variation, and too many (approaching and/or exceeding the 

number of observations) will lead to the problems associated with over-fitting 

such as Type I errors (Anderson & Willis, 2003), especially when the number 

of species is greater than the number of observations. For CAP, Anderson 

and Willis (2003) suggest sequentially increasing the number of ordination 

axes until the residual error stabilizes. 

The Bray-Curtis dissimilarity coefficient owes its wide use in ecology to its 

success in portraying ecologically meaningful variation in a reduced 

dimensional space generated by non-metric (rank dissimilarity based) 

Multidimensional Scaling (Anderson, 2001). It has been identified as one of 

the most robust measures of compositional dissimilarity for abundance data in 

community ecology (Faith ef a/., 1987). The results here suggest the use of 

the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity coefficient in tests of hypotheses of assemblage 

difference with reasonable sample sizes and levels of between-assemblage 

difference does not lead to unduly high type I error rates or low power. 



Chapter 6 further investigates the implications of the use of various distance 

measures in multivariate statistical inference. 

5.4.2 Choice of test for ecological analysis 

The results demonstrate that for small to moderate sample sizes (those 

employed here), parametric MANOVA based on raw abundance counts of 

species of high frequency is much less useful than the randomization tests for 

such data. The power of parametric MANOVA never exceeded 0.6, where for 

the corresponding datasets, the next lowest power test had power of 0.93. It is 

not clear whether MANOVA's low power can be ascribed mainly to its 

parametric model assumptions, or its implicit dissimilarity coefficient to 

represent inter-site (and inter-assemblage) dissimilarity. Its use of a reduced 

number of species does not seem to be a major factor since both ANOSIM 

and CAP still substantially out-performed parametric MANOVA following 

species reduction. An examination of whether parametric MANOVA performs 

better if randomization, rather than asymptotic theory, is used to evaluate its 

P-values, could address some of these issues. Warton and Hudson (2004) 

found that statistics derived from Wilks' h and Hotelling-Lawley's trace were 

superior when used in randomization tests. Whether this superiority would 

hold for the situation considered here warrants further investigation. 

All tests considered here are able to test the hypothesis of among-group 

difference in an unbalanced one-way design. However, there is a need for 

models that can test interaction effects in multifactorial experiments involving 

multiple response variables. Partitioning variation among a number of factors 



(and their interactions) can be achieved using canonical ordination (see 

Legendre and Anderson, 1999). However, doubts have been raised over the 

accuracy of P-values in db-RDA for anything other than one-way designs 

(Anderson, 2001), and while CCA's and RDA's can be used to test factorial 

effects, their implicit dissimilarity coefficients may limit their applicability to 

ecological data. Even though the implementation of multi-way models for 

some technique is computational feasibility, it does not mean these 

techniques are appropriate or valid in such circumstances. The effect of 

experimental design and model complexity in regards to the power of a 

multivariate tests for difference is something that needs further investigation. 

At this time, NP-MANOVA is the only example of a Mantel technique able to 

test the significance of interaction effects, and this test is restricted to 

balanced designs. 

From the range of ecological scenarios encompassed here, CAP appears to 

be the most powerful test for compositional difference (species turnover) 

among ecological assemblages. To detect a more general difference among 

assemblages, ANOSIM, MRPP and NP-MANOVA would all perform well. 

However, care would be needed in interpreting the results, since the tests 

may be detecting differences in other assemblage characteristics. Such 

characteristics as richness, evenness or total abundance can be separately 

tested using univariate techniques, so a combination of these with CAP to 

detect turnover could provide a more precise detection of the different 

components of assemblage change. 



Further study of the effects of other factors that might also affect the power of 

these tests needs to be carried out before conclusions are made about which 

tests are best at detecting difference among ecological assemblages. These 

factors include the number of treatments, and magnitude or heterogeneity of 

within-assemblage variation. There is also a need to further develop protocols 

for the comparison of multivariate techniques in community ecology. Many 

ecological factors are not encompassed in traditional power studies, and 

many univariate power analyses do not include the mechanisms necessary to 

examine the power of inferential multivariate techniques. The approach used 

here, simulations based on real datasets portraying meaningful types of 

ecological difference, represents a way of assessing the validity and ability of 

multivariate techniques used to test for differences among ecological 

assemblages. However, it is important to note that findings here may only 

hold for similar types of data. 

Multivariate tests for difference also need to be examined in other ecological 

scenarios, including those represented by other taxa, such as invertebrates 

whose species-abundance would be considerably more skewed than the bird 

data used here to calibrate the simulation methods. Variation in "background" 

species richness may also affect the power of these tests (e.g. similar 

turnover levels may not be as readily detected in assemblages of 10 species 

as in assemblages of 100 species). It is likely that there may not be a 

universally more powerful technique, but more work is needed to enable 

matching of particular techniques to ecological questions and situations. 



Chapter 6 

6.0 The effect of dissimilarity coefficient on the power of 
multivariate randomization techniques to detect difference 
among ecological assemblages 

6.1 Introduction 

6.1.1 Testing differences between ecological assemblages 

Many of the wide array of multivariate techniques used in the analysis of 

ecological assemblage data are based on measures of ecological distance 

(dissimilarity) in the sampled biological attributes (e.g. species) between 

sampling units (e.g. sites; Faith et al., 1987). However, the choice of 

dissimilarity measure can effectively alter the question being asked, and can 

have a large impact on the results (Legendre & Anderson, 1999, Anderson & 

Willis, 2003). For example, some measures of dissimilarity emphasize 

differences in the relative abundance of species while others focus more on 

differences in species composition (Anderson & Willis, 2003). 

A number of studies have considered which are the best dissimilarity 

coefficients for the analysis of ecological assemblage data (e.g. Bloom, 1981 ; 

Faith et a/. , 1 987; Legendre & Legendre, 1 998). Most of these studies, 

however, have considered the relative merits of dissimilarity coefficients in 

terms of their performance in descriptive indirect ordination techniques where 

the focus has been on a dissimilarity coefficient's ability to portray hyper- 

spatial ecological distance between sites in a lower dimensional space. A 



technique's degree of success in displaying ecological patterns in such data 

will depend on the relationship between the values of the chosen dissimilarity 

coefficient and the corresponding Euclidean distance between samples in 

ecological space (Faith et a/., 1987). 

In ecological research it is also necessary to test hypotheses of difference 

among ecological assemblages, for example to demonstrate the effect of an 

environmental change on species composition (Clarke, 1993). There exist a 

number of techniques that can be used to test such hypotheses (e.g. Wilks, 

1932; Mielke et a/., 1976; Clarke, 1993), and many have only recently been 

developed (e.g. Legendre & Anderson, 1999; Anderson, 2001 ; Anderson & 

Willis, 2003). Since the dissimilarity measure affects the ability of ordination 

techniques to portray inter-site differences (e.g. Faith et a/., 1987), it is likely 

that it affects the power of multivariate tests. To date, no studies have 

examined the effect of dissimilarity measure choice on the power of 

multivariate tests. 

The current chapter addresses the issue of what is the best choice of 

dissimilarity coefficient when using particular multivariate tests for difference, 

given data with particular properties, or a specific research question. The 

main aim is to compare the power and Type I error rates of four different 

randomization multivariate tests for difference, for three different dissimilarity 

coefficients. 



6.1.2 Dissimilarity coefficients 

In community ecology, data are often represented in a table, the site by 

species matrix, where each cell shows the abundance of individual species at 

different sites (Chapter 3). Dissimilarity coefficients are then used to calculate 

compositional dissimilarity among pairs of sites in terms of the species 

present and their relative abundance (Faith et a/., 1987). A dissimilarity 

coefficient will return a high value if the sites share few species and/or exhibit 

large abundance differences in species common to both sites (Faith ef a/. 

1987; Legendre & Legendre, 1998). 

There are three types of dissimilarity coefficient: metric, semi-metric and non- 

metric. Metric dissimilarity coefficients, often called distance measures, used 

in community ecology include the Euclidean (EUC), Chi-square (CSQ), Chord, 

Canberra and Hellinger dissimilarity coefficients. All fully represent inter-site 

dissimilarity in Euclidean space (Faith, 1987; Legendre & Legendre, 1998), 

and all exhibit the following properties: 

1) Minimum 0: if site XI = site x2 , then D(xl, x2) = 0; 

2) Positiveness: if site XI z site x2, then D(xl, x2) > 0; 

3) Symmetry: D(x1, x2) = D(x2, XI); and 

4) Triangular inequality: D(x1, x2) + D(x2, x3) 2 D(xl, x3) 

Where 

XI, x2 and x3 are the row vectors from the site by species matrix 
representing the abundances of individual species at site 1,2 
and 3, respectively; and 



D(xl, x2) is the distance/dissimilarity (calculated) between XI and 
x2. 

Dissimilarity coefficients that do not conform to the property (4), the triangular 

inequality axiom, may not allow an ordination in full Euclidean space 

(Legendre & Legendre, 1998). These "semi-metric" dissimilarity coefficients 

can only be used in ordination techniques that allow the use of these 

coefficients, such as non-metric Multidimensional Scaling, a numerical 

technique which does not use linear combinations of the species abundances, 

as Eigenanalysis-based techniques do, to express differences in ecological 

space. Eigenanalysis-based Principal Coordinate Analysis can be used with 

semi-metric dissimilarity coefficients providing corrections are made for the 

negative eigenvalues that can result from using semi-metric dissimilarity 

coefficients (see Legendre & Anderson, 1999). Semi-metric dissimilarity 

coefficients used in the analysis of ecological assemblage data include the 

Bray-Curtis (BC) and the Quantitative Symmetric dissimilarity coefficients 

(Hajdu, 1981). 

The present study, focuses on three dissimilarity coefficients: the metric 

Euclidean (EUC) and Chi-Square (CSQ) coefficients, and the semi-metric 

Bray-Curtis (BC) coefficient. EUC and CSQ are implicit distance measures in 

the commonly used ordination techniques, Principal Component Analysis and 

Correspondence Analysis, respectively (Legendre & Gallagher, 2001). BC is a 

widely used dissimilarity coefficient in ecological data analysis and has a 

reputation of being one of the best coefficients for representing dissimilarity 

among sampling units represented by abundance counts (Clarke, 1993). 



The EUC coefficient (Equation 6.1) underlies a large number of parametric 

statistical techniques. In two dimensions, EUC dissimilarity represents the 

hypotenuse of a right-angle triangle. An implication of using EUC to represent 

compositional dissimilarity is that abundance differences among abundant 

species tend to dominate inter-site dissimilarity, so it is possible when using 

this distance measure that sites with no species in common are identified as 

more similar than sites which share abundant species (Legendre & Legendre, 

1998). Legendre and Legendre (1998) suggest that EUC should not be used 

with abundance data, and Faith et a/. (1 987) showed EUC to be one of the 

least successful coefficients available for representing ecological dissimilarity 

between sites represented by species abundance counts. 

Where 

DEUC(xl, x2) is the Euclidean distance between sites 1 and 2; 

xl and x2 are the vectors (rows) of abundances for the individual 
species at sites 1 and 2, respectively; 

Xi, and Xi2 are the abundance counts of species i at sites 1 and 
2, respectively; 

for i = I, 2, . . ., p species. 

The CSQ measure (Equation 6.2; Chardy et a/., 1976) incorporates a double 

data-standardization (site and species), which results in differences between 



abundant species contributing less to dissimilarity than the differences of the 

same magnitude among rare species (Legendre & Legendre, 1998; Legendre 

& Gallagher, 2001). Like the Chi-Square test statistic, the CSQ distance 

matrix is defined by deviation from expectation. As in the Chi-Square test of 

independence, expectations are based on row (site), column (species) and 

table (total abundance) marginals. It is the use of these marginals which 

results in CSQ's site and species standardizations. 

CSQ has received criticism for this up-weighting of the effect of rare species. 

CSQ, like EUC, has been reported to be a poor coefficient for the portrayal of 

compositional dissimilarity among sites represented by species abundance 

counts (Faith et a/., 1987). 

Where 

Dcsa(xl, x2) is the Chi-square distance between sites 1 and 2; 

x,, x2, X,,, X2, i and p are defined as above; 

for j = 1,2, .. , n sites. 

The equivalence of many metric dissimilarity coefficients can be established 

via data transformation and/or standardizations. For example, the Chi-square 

dissimilarity between two sites represented by raw abundance counts can be 



shown to be equivalent to the Euclidean dissimilarity between two sites 

represented by abundances transformed by equation 6.3: 

where 
Xu is the raw abundance of species j at site i; 
for i = I, 2, . . . n sites; and 
for j = 1,2, . . . p species. 

In this respect, data transformed using equation 6.3 analyzed using PCA or 

RDA is approximates a CA or CCA on the raw abundances, respectively. 

The semi-metric BC dissimilarity coefficient (Equation 6.4; Odum, 1950; Bray 

& Curtis, 1957) allows differences in abundance among rare species to make 

an equal contribution as the same proportional difference among abundant 

species (Legendre & Legendre, 1998). This dissimilarity coefficient represents 

the amount of turnover in individuals between two sites as a proportion of the 

total number of individuals occurring at both sites. This standardization by the 

sum of the site totals implies all sites are equally weighted in any subsequent 

analysis. The BC dissimilarity coefficient was shown by Bloom (1 981 ) to 

accurately reflect true ecological distance along its entire 0 to I scale and was 

considered robust by Gauch and Whittaker (1 972b), Beals (1984) and Faith et 

a/. (1 987). 



Where 

DBC(xl, x2) is the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity between sites 1 and 2; 

XI, x2, Xil, Xi2, i and p are defined as above. 

6.1.3 Dissimilarity coefficients and multivariate tests for difference 

Some Multivariate tests for difference allow the choice of dissimilarity 

coefficient while others are based on implicit measures of dissimilarity. 

A number of canonical ordination techniques have implicit dissimilarity 

coefficients imposed by the indirect ordination technique on which each is 

based (Legendre & Gallagher, 2001; Anderson & Willis, 2003). For example, 

RDA and parametric MANOVA use the EUC distance measure (derived from 

Principal Components Analysis), and CCA uses a dissimilarity coefficient 

closely related to CSQ (derived from Correspondence Analysis). Weaknesses 

in these canonical ordination techniques may exist because of restrictions 

associated with the underlying dissimilarity coefficient contained in their 

unconstrained equivalents (Anderson & Willis, 2003). Canonical ordination 

techniques, such as db-RDA and CAP, impose a linear model on site scores 

generated by Principal Coordinates Analysis (PCoA; Tongerson, 1958; 

Gower, 1966), and hence allow the specification of dissimilarity coefficient. 

Mantel techniques, which are effectively randomization-based univariate 

Analysis of Variances with the individual dissimilarities as observations, all 

allow the choice of a dissimilarity coefficient. 

The four randomization tests compared in Chapter 5 all allow the choice of 

dissimilarity coefficient and will again be considered in this chapter. These 



are: the three Mantel techniques: ANOSIM; MRPP; NP-MANOVA; and the 

canonical ordination technique, CAP. The objective of this chapter is to 

examine the performance of these four tests for difference for the three 

dissimilarity coefficients: BC, CSQ and EUC. 

6.2 Methods 

6.2. I Study design 

As discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, two different simulation methods 

(coenocline and resampling, see below) were used to generate realistic 

artificial assemblage data that differed in a controlled manner (Table 6.1). For 

each simulation method, four levels of between-assemblage difference 

(cases) were generated: no ecological difference (Case O), and low (Case I ) ,  

medium (Case 2), and high levels of ecological difference (Case 3). Details of 

the way in which these levels of ecological difference were generated are 

described in Chapters 4 and 5. 

As detailed in Table 6.1, 16 separate combinations of simulation method, 

ecological difference and sample size were defined. For each of these, one 

thousand replicate datasets were generated with each simulated dataset 

containing two component assemblages represented by equal numbers of 

replicates (n, = n* = N/2), for two sample sizes (N=20, 40). The datasets used 

in the present chapter are the same as those used in Chapter 5, with the 

exception of datasets with sample sizes of N-10 and N=30, which are not 

considered here. 



The two component assemblages within each dataset were then compared, 

using the 12 possible combinations of three dissimilarity coefficients (BC, 

CSQ and EUC), used in conjunction with four multivariate tests (ANOSIM, 

MRPP, NP-MANOVA and CAP). 

Table 6.1 Summary of study design. There were 16 types of 
simulated dataset (combinations of factors 1 -3), 1000 runs 
of each, and 192 combinations of factors 1-5. 

Factor Levels 

1. Simulation method Coenocline, Resampling 
2. Ecological difference level* 0, 1 , 2 ,3  
3. Sample size (Global) 20,40 
4. Dissimilarity coefficient EUC, CSQ, BC 

5. Test for difference ANOSIM, MWP, NP- 
MANOVA, CAP 

6. a level 0.05, 0.01 
* Level 0 was used to obtain Type I error rates, levels 1-3 . - 

were used for power calculations. 

Type I error rates (Case 0) and power (Cases 1, 2 and 3) were calculated for 

each of the 192 combinations of multivariate test, dissimilarity coefficient, 

simulation method, ecological difference level, and sample size. As in Chapter 

5, power and Type I error rates were estimated empirically in each case by 

calculating the proportion of 1000 runs (corresponding to the replicate 1000 

datasets) that resulted in a rejection of the null hypothesis of no assemblage 

difference at either the 0.05 or 0.01 levels of significance. All test-dissimilarity 

coefficient combinations were run on the same permutations. Tests were run 

using the ~ a v a ~ ~  program, RanMANOVA developed by the author (see 

Appendix B and accompanying CD). 

Chapters 3 and 4 give further details of how both the coenocline and 

resampling methods were used to generate simulated assemblages showing 



various level of ecological difference. As in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, the 

coenocline and resampling methods were calibrated using Sewell and 

Catterall's winter bird assemblage at large forest remnants. 

6.3 Results 

For all coenocline and resampling simulations, ANOSIM based on BC 

dissimilarities yielded higher power than ANOSIM using the other measures of 

dissimilarity (Figures 6.1, 6.2), except for larger (N=40) resampling 

simulations at the 0.05 level of significance, where there was little difference 

(Figure 6.2a). For the larger coenocline samples, ANOSIM using EUC 

dissimilarities was more powerful than ANOSIM based on CSQ dissimilarities 

(Figures 6.la, 6.1 b) whereas the reverse occurred for the smaller sample 

sizes in resampling simulations (Figures 6.2c, 6.2d). EUC generally gave 

lower power than BC and CSQ in ANOSIM tests (Figure 6.2). 

Between-assemblage difference Between-assemblage difference 

Figure 6.1 Type I error rate and power of ANOSIM using the Bray-Curtis 
(BC), Chi-square (CSQ) and Euclidean (EUC) dissimilarity coefficients for 
coenocline simulations. 
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Figure 6.2 Type I error and power of ANOSIM using the Bray-Curtis (BC), 
Chi-square (CSQ) and Euclidean (EUC) dissimilarity coefficients for 
resampling simulations. 

In most simulations, MRPP based on EUC was less powerful than the same 

test using the other dissimilarly coefficients. This varied from marginally lower 

power, for coenocline simulations (Figure 6.3), to substantially lower power for 

resampling simulations (Figure 6.4). MRPP was most powerful using BC for 

coenocline simulations (Figure 6.3), and using CSQ in resampling simulations 

(Figure 6.4). For the larger coenocline samples, the power of MRPP for the 

different dissimilarity coefficients tended to converge with increasing levels of 

between-assemblage difference (Figures 6.3a, 6.3b). 
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Figure 6.3 Type I error rate and power of MRPP using the Bray-Curtis (BC), 
Chi-square (CSQ) and Euclidean (EUC) dissimilarity coefficients for 
coenocline simulations. 
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Figure 6.4 Type I error rate and power of MRPP using the Bray-Curtis (BC), Chi- 
square (CSQ) and Euclidean (EUC) dissimilarity coefficients for resampling 
simulations. 

Irrespective of simulation type, power levels of NP-MANOVA based on CSQ 

dissimilarities were slightly higher than or equal to NP-MANOVA based using 

the BC dissimilarity coefficient, which were both substantially higher than NP- 

MANOVA based on the Euclidean dissimilarity coefficient (Figures 6.5, 6.6). 
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Figure 6.5 Type I error rate and power of NP-MANOVA using the Bray- 
Curtis (BC), Chi-square (CSQ) and Euclidean (EUC) dissimilarity coefficients 
for coenocline simulations. 
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Figure 6.6 Type I error rate and power of NP-MANOVA using the Bray-Curtis (BC), 
Chi-square (CSQ) and Euclidean (EUC) dissimilarity coefficients for resampling 
simulations. 

There was little difference among power levels of the CAP test performed on 

large samples using the three dissimilarity coefficients regardless of 

simulation method (Figures 6.7a,b, 6.8a,b). For small coenocline samples, 

CAP based using the CSQ coefficient was marginally more powerful than 

CAP based on BC dissimilarities which, in turn, was more powerful than CAP 



based on Euclidean dissimilarities for high levels of between-assemblage 

difference (Figures 6.7c, 6.7d). For small sample sizes in resampling 

simulations, CAP using BC dissimilarities was more powerful than both other 

dissimilarity coefficients, and CAP based on the CSQ coefficient was more 

powerFul than the same test using EUC dissimilarities for higher levels of 

among-assemblage difference (Figures 6 . 8 ~ ~  6.8d). 
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Figure 6.7 Type I error rate and power of CAP using the Bray-Curtis (BC), Chi- 
square (CSQ) and Euclidean (EUC) dissimilarity coefficients for coenocline 
simulations. 
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Figure 6.8 Type I error rate and power of CAP using the Bray-Curtis (BC), Chi- 
square (CSQ) and Euclidean (EUC) dissimilarity coefficients for resampling 
simulations. 
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The Type I error rates (Case 0) of all three dissimilarity coefficients were 

similar, for all tests for difference (Figures 6.1 - 6.8). At the 0.01 level of 

significance, Type I error rates for all the test-dissimilarity coefficient 

combinations were typically higher than the prescribed level. 

No dissimilarity coefficient proved superior across all tests for difference. 

However, with the exception of ANOSIM based on coenocline simulations, 

EUC consistently yielded lower power than both BC and CSQ (Figures 6.1 - 

6.8). 

The difference in performance between the dissimilarity coefficients with the 

highest and lowest power was greatest for the Mantel tests (ANOSIM, MRPP, 

NP-MANOVA) performed on resampling simulations. CAP in all coenocline 

simulations and smaller (N=20) resampling simulations produced least 

variation in power among the three dissimilarity coefficients. 

6.4 Discussion 

6.4.1 Dissimilarity coefficient, multivariate tests for difference and power 

The three dissimilarity coefficients compared in the current chapter, BC, CSQ 

and EUC were chosen for two reasons. First, CSQ and EUC underlie the 

canonical ordination techniques, CCA and RDA, respectively. Comparing the 

power of a canonical ordination technique such as CAP when each of these 

dissimilarity coefficients is employed might be seen, in some sense, as a 

comparison between RDA and CCA. However, other differences between 

RDA and CCA, and CAP are likely to confound this comparison. In particular, 



unlike RDA and CCA, CAP does not rescale the principal axes by their 

corresponding eigenvalues so CAP'S analysis space is Mahalanobis rather 

than Euclidean (the analysis space of CCA and RDA). A db-RDA using the 

EUC and CSQ dissimilarity coefficient would provide a better comparison 

between RDA and CCA. Other small differences exist between these two 

techniques based on how factors (or explanatory variables) are weighted 

(Legendre & Gallagher, 2001), but differences in the levels of site and species 

standardization are likely to dominate differences in RDA's and CCA's power. 

Second, the sensitivity of various multivariate tests for difference to different 

dissimilarity coefficients is also of interest. If a particular test were powerful 

regardless of the dissimilarity coefficient used, then this would prove a useful 

test to ecologists. 

The results show that the EUC dissimilarity coefficient generally did not 

perform well for any of the multivariate tests of difference, and in no case did 

EUC, when used in conjunction with the various tests for difference, result in 

the most powerful test-dissimilarity coefficient combination. This is consistent 

with the findings of Faith et a/. (1 987) who identified EUC dissimilarities based 

on raw species abundance counts as inaccurate in their portrayal of 

compositional difference among sites represented by raw species counts. 

EUC was reported by Legendre and Legendre (1998) to be dominated by 

differences in abundant species, or total abundance. Also, the absence of 

species standardization in coefficients such as EUC leads to low associations 

between dissimilarities and true distances in ecological space (Faith et a/., 

1987). As demonstrated here, this translates to low power in tests for 



difference if EUC is used without prior data standardization or transformation. 

EUC's poor performance for resampling simulations occurred because these 

simulations did not induce differences in total abundance, only in species 

composition (see Chapter 4). It is important to point out that many users of 

either the Euclidean dissimilarity coefficient, or techniques based on this 

coefficient, transform their data prior to analysis. Since data pre-processing 

can be used to equate different dissimilarity coefficients (e.g. see equation 

6.3, or Legendre & Gallagher, 2001), the low power of the Euclidean 

dissimilarity coefficient in this study can be ascribed to its use on raw 

abundance counts. 

Difference in performance between CSQ and BC were generally minor, and 

varied depending on the test for difference, and the type of artificial dataset. 

ANOSIM .and NP-MANOVA generally demonstrated higher power using a 

particular dissimilarity coefficient, regardless of type of simulated dataset 

analyzed. For ANOSIM, BC dissimilarities generally gave the higher power, 

whereas for NP-MANOVA, CSQ did. Higher power of ANOSIM using the BC 

dissimilarities suggests that tests based on rank transformed dissimilarities 

will be more powerful if the BC dissimilarities are used, since it is ANOSIM's 

feature of ranking dissimilarities that distinguishes it from NP-MANOVA. 

MRPP with BC dissimilarities was more powerful than with CSQ dissimilarities 

for coenocline simulated data, whereas this was generally reversed for 

resampling simulations. This suggests that the best choice of dissimilarity 

coefficient for MRPP depends on the type(s) of ecological variation 



differentiating assemblages. A possible explanation for this inconsistency may 

be the absence of a between-assemblage dissimilarity component in MRPP's 

test statistic (Mielke eta/., 1976). Where a between-assemblage component 

is present in the test statistic, as in NP-MANOVA (Anderson, 2001) and 

ANOSIM (Clarke, 1993), a particular dissimilarity coefficient performed better 

regardless of the type of simulation data. 

The power of CAP did not vary much with dissimilarity coefficient for larger 

sample sizes, regardless of the simulation method indicating that CAP is 

robust to dissimilarity coefficient choice in well-replicated designs. For small 

sample sizes, and when differences among assemblages are predominately 

compositional (as in resampling simulations), CAP based on BC dissimilarities 

was more powerful than the same test using other dissimilarity coefficients. 

Some of the differences in the performance among dissimilarity coefficients 

probably stem from their different levels of in-built data standardization: CSQ 

implicitly standardizes by site and species, BC standardizes by site, and EUC 

does not involve any standardization. By comparing runs of a particular test 

employing the three dissimilarity coefficients, the effect of these data 

standardizations may be apparent, although care should be taken since the 

differences in standardization could be confounded with other differences 

among these dissimilarity coefficients. 



6.4.2 lmplications of data-analysis space incongruence 

When the geometric properties (the analysis space) underlying a statistical 

technique cannot be fully represented in the same space of the data, which is 

inherently Euclidean, that technique is termed data-analysis space 

incongruent (Biondini et a/., 1988). In this study, the only case in which there 

was incongruence between the data and analysis space was when BC 

dissimilarities were used (Legendre & Legendre, 1998). Biondini et a/. (1 988) 

speculated that data-analysis space incongruence would reduce the power of 

MRPP, in particular, and randomization tests in general. In all cases, MRPP 

gave higher power when based on BC than at least one of the metric 

dissimilarity coefficients. If indeed the use of a semi-metric dissimilarity 

coefficient did result in a test of low power, tests using either CSQ or EUC 

would be consistently more powerful than those using BC dissimilarities. 

However, the power of the tests based on BC was generally higher than, or 

similar to, the power of tests using the metric EUC and CSQ dissimilarity 

coefficients. In cases where the use of BC yielded lower power, it was usually 

intermediate between CSQ and EUC. 

6.4.3 Canonical ordination techniques compared 

CAP'S greater power using CSQ compared to the same test based on EUC 

may suggest that CCA (which is based on the CSQ) would be more powerful 

than RDA (a canonical ordination technique using EUC). However, a direct 

comparison of these techniques, or the use of db-RDA based on the CSQ 

compared with db-RDA used with EUC would address this question more 



accurately. Legendre and Gallagher (2001) suggested that RDA would be 

suitable for shorter environmental gradients, but CCA would be superior when 

long gradients (high levels of ecological differences) are encompassed in a 

dataset. CAP based on CSQ varied from slightly to substantially more 

powerful than CAP based on EUC for artificial datasets with high levels of 

ecological difference. For datasets with lower levels of between-assemblage 

difference (datasets from Case I), CAP based on EUC was never superior, 

and was generally similar in power to CAP based on CSQ. 

Chapter 5 compared the power of the Mantel techinques considered here 

(ANOSIM, MRPP, NP-MANOVA), using the BC dissimilarity coefficient, and 

found no substantial difference in their power. However, the results in the 

current chapter demonstrate that differences in power among these tests for 

both EUC and CSQ were somewhat more pronounced than for BC, especially 

for the smallest sample size. 

The results demonstrate that CAP was the technique most robust to choice of 

dissimilarity coefficient, particularly for larger sample sizes, and as in Chapter 

5, showed higher power than the Mantel tests when variation among 

assemblages consisted only of compositional difference (resampling 

simulations). Chapter 5 showed that CAP was generally less powerful when 

between-assemblage variation contained other types of ecological variation 

(i.e. it was less sensitive than Mantel tests to variation in species richness and 

abundance). 



In view of these results, no particular dissimilarity coefficient can be 

unequivocally recommended for use for all field data, since the simulated data 

used here by no means encompass all ecological scenarios, and no single 

coefficient invariably performed better on the scenarios covered here. Both 

the Bray-Curtis and Chi-Square dissimilarity coefficients did generally perform 

well. The results suggest that the choice of target variables (i.e. the type of 

ecological difference), experimental design and statistical test should all be 

considered when making a choice of dissimilarity coefficient. It is clear, 

however, that the Euclidean distance measure based on unmodified raw 

abundance counts does not compare favourably with either the Bray-Curtis or 

Chi-Square dissimilarity coefficients. 



Chapter 7 

7.0 General discussion and conclusions 

7.1 Simulating ecological difference for the assessment of inferential 
multivariate techniques 

7.1. I Comparison of coenocline and resampling methods 

In recent years one of the most common uses of assemblage simulation has 

been in the comparison of both indirect (e.g. Austin, 1976; Minchin, 1987a; 

Dkland, 1999) and direct (e.g. Palmer, 1993; McCune, 1997; De'ath, 1999) 

multivariate techniques for the analysis of ecological assemblage data. These 

studies have predominately used p-function coenocline simulations where 

individual parameters (for the entire set of species) are sampled from 

independent and identical distributions. Indeed, many of these studies (e.g. 

Minchin 1987a; Faith et al., 1987; Palmer, 1993) have used the default 

sampling distributions used in the p-function coenocline simulation software, 

COMPAS (see Minchin, 1987b), which include: lograndomly distributed modal 

(maximum expected) abundances; normally distributed niche breadths; and 

uniformly distributed modal coordinates. 

Many studies of ecological assemblages have demonstrated that at least 

some species abundance attributes tend to have particular sampling 

distributions. For example, a large number of studies have shown that species 

abundances observed at a site (or group of sites) are lognormally (Minchin, 

1987a,b; Krebs, 1994) or lograndomly distributed (Minchin, 1987a,b). 



Consequently, many studies involving p-function coenocline simulations of 

hypothetical assemblages have sampled the A. p-function parameter 

(representing maximum expected species abundance) from a lognormal or 

lograndom distribution (e.g. Faith, et a/., 1987; Minchin, 1987b, Palmer, 1993). 

However, the response curves of species from real assemblages have been 

shown to be context sensitive, where the abundance of one species will 

depend, at least in part, on the presence and abundance of other species 

(Austin & Austin, 1980). It is also unlikely that for a particular species, one 

abundance attribute (e.g. maximum expected abundance) is not related to the 

values of its other attributes (e.g. niche breadth). The use of randomly 

sampled species response function parameters for the purpose of ecological 

assemblage simulation is likely to lead to unrealistic artificial assemblage 

datasets, and consequently, conclusions drawn from studies that employ such 

an approach for comparing multivariate techniques may be suspect. 

A more empirical approach to calibrating coenoclines is to fit models to 

observed abundances using non-linear regression (Austin et a/., 1994) or 

generalized additive models (Huisman et a/., 1993). Such an approach 

involves a number of problems. First, fitting the five-parameter p-function to 

data may not be computationally feasible unless simplifying assumptions are 

made. Second, there may be problems over the lack of independence 

between a species' location of maximum abundance (on the gradient) and its 

level of skewness (Oksanen, 1997). Third, fitting any coenocline model 

requires each species to have been sufficiently sampled over its entire niche. 



The variation adopted in the present study was to either use real data alone, 

as in the resampling method, or in combination with expert knowledge of the 

dataset, as in coenocline simulation, to calibrate the simulation methods. This 

approach circumvents the problems encountered in other empirical 

approaches to calibrating simulation models. It also results in artificial 

assemblage datasets, which were more or less indistinguishable from real 

data sets, and which at the very least can be said to mimic the variation and 

structure of real ecological assemblages (Chapter 3). 

The present study has shown that coenocline-simulated assemblages can 

differ in a number of variables (such as species richness, species composition 

and total site abundances) simultaneously (Chapter 4). The confounding of 

different types of ecological difference in coenocline simulations may limit 

their usefulness in assessing the power of statistical tests which may wish to 

address specific ecological hypotheses. For example, in the range of 

ecological conditions considered in this study, the Mantel tests for difference 

were shown to be more powerful at detecting differences in coenocline 

simulations than CAP. It is not clear however, whether the Mantel tests are 

more sensitive to species richness or total abundance differences than CAP. 

In this study, the resampling method was shown to be more capable of 

controlling various types of ecological variation. However, most real ecological 

assemblage datasets are likely to exhibit variation in a number of ecological 

traits, simultaneously, and therefore coenocline simulations still have a role to 

play in power analyses involving more general hypotheses of ecological 

difference. 



Coenocline models arise from, and have been used to develop, the theory of 

interactions between vegetation assemblages and environmental gradients. 

Much of the discussion surrounding coenocline simulation and modeling has 

been concerned with the family of distributions that should be used to 

represent expected species' responses (for example see: Gauch & Whittaker, 

1972a, Austin, 1987; Minchin, 1987b; Huisman et a/., 1993). However, the 

form of the species response function will vary with the organisms and factors 

studied (Huisman et a/., 1993). Even though coenocline simulations currently 

have many limitations, they provide an explicit model linking species' 

responses to their environment with species-specific parameters whose 

realism can be readily assessed using the protocols for simulation validation 

developed here (Chapters 3 & 4). Also, the explicit models underlying the 

coenocline approach lend themselves to developing hypotheses relating to 

species' (and assemblage) responses to the environment (for example, see 

Austin et a/,, 1994). 

The resampling method developed in this study has been demonstrated as 

capable of generating realistic artificial ecological assemblage datasets where 

one ecological difference can be manipulated while controlling others. The 

innovation of generating additional artificial species allows the generation of 

multi-assemblage datasets whose component assemblages share the species 

richness and total abundance of the real dataset used in calibration of the 

resampling method. This has a useful application in helping identify specific 

strengths and weaknesses of the various multivariate techniques. Unlike the 



coenocline approach, the resampling method can be used to link specific 

types of assemblage-level ecological variation with the power of multivariate 

tests for between-assemblage difference. This is the first time this has been 

achieved in simulated artificial assemblages. 

In some respects the resampling simulation method is limited because, unlike 

coenocline simulations, it does not provide an explicit mathematical model of 

the distributions of the species or assemblages under consideration, and can 

only be used to reproduce similar assemblages to the calibration assemblage. 

While the resampling method provides a useful tool for assessing multivariate 

techniques used in the analysis of ecological assemblages, it provides limited 

insights into the mechanisms and processes underlying ecological 

assemblages, and how they might be modeled. 

There is a major advantage to the empirical approach used in the present 

study to calibrate both the coenocline and resampling methods using real data 

(Chapters 3 & 4). Both the resampling and coenocline simulation methods 

have been shown in the present study to produce simulations that are both 

realistic and similar to the calibration dataset (Chapter 3). For both the 

resampling method and empirically calibrated coenoclines, it is not essential 

to understand the underlying processes and mechanisms driving variation in 

the calibration dataset, but it is possible to reproduce, manipulate and 

replicate them. 



While a number of studies have used artificial assemblages to assess the 

relative abilities of various multivariate techniques for analyzing ecological 

assemblages (Swan, 1970; Gauch & Whittaker, 1972b; Austin, 1976; Minchin, 

1987a; Palmer, 1993; McCune, 1997; De'ath, 1999; Anderson & Robinson, 

2003), not all of these studies have assessed these techniques using replicate 

datasets (Palmer, 1993; McCune, 1997; De'ath, 1999). Only with replicate 

simulations of the same ecological conditions, is it possible to examine the 

stability (for descriptive techniques) or the power (for inferential techniques) of 

the techniques. 

7.1.2 Further potential applications of simulation 

The resampling and coenocline simulation methods both offer a way of 

assessing the performance of multivariate techniques used in ecological 

assemblage or other multivariate analyses. Perhaps one of the most difficult 

issues in assessing multivariate techniques using simulated data is that a 

thorough understanding of the properties of individual datasets is required so 

the strengths and weaknesses of the multivariate techniques can be linked to 

the properties of the simulated data. 

In practice there often may be limited knowledge of an ecological assemblage 

being studied, and hence a researcher relies on the results of statistical 

analysis to describe or infer relationships and differences in the ecological 

assemblage(s). But in order to be confident about the accuracy of the results 

stemming from a multivariate analysis, it is important that the multivariate 

technique used is appropriate. Unlike univariate analyses where a researcher 



can easily assess the validity of a particular analysis by examining the data 

properties in terms of a technique's assumptions, the complex nature of 

multivariate datasets make it difficult to assess either the suitability of a 

particular multivariate technique, or the reliability of the results of the 

technique. To some extent this problem is circular. A better understanding of 

both the properties of various multivariate techniques, and the nature of 

various types of ecological datasets to which they are applied, will help 

determine which multivariate technique is appropriate in any given situation. 

The use of simulation techniques such as the coenocline and resampling 

simulation methods allow the modeling and/or reproduction of ecological 

assemblage data, so not only is it possible to assess different multivariate 

techniques in different situations, there is also a potential to create ecological 

scenarios and examine what effects changes in one aspect of ecological 

variation might have on others. For example, what effect will reducing species 

richness in an ecological assemblage dataset have on how compositional 

differences among component assemblages are manifested? 

The present study has developed both a protocol for validating simulated 

ecological assemblage datasets (Chapters 3 & 4), and a framework for using 

simulated assemblages to assess the power and type I error rates of 

multivariate tests for difference (Chapters 5 & 6). This is the first time such a 

protocol has been developed, both for assessing techniques to compare 

ecological assemblages, and in the more general context of comparing 



multivariate samples. The protocol for validating simulated multi-assemblage 

datasets includes the steps: 

1. Calibrate coenocline models and resampling method using real 

dataset. 

2. Check the ability of calibrated methods to generate a realistic single 

assemblage dataset. If unsatisfactory go back to step 1. 

3. Generate replicate multi-assemblage datasets with prescribed level(s) 

of between-assemblage difference. 

4. Conduct a descriptive analysis based on ecological descriptors (such 

as those used in Chapter 4) to summarize types and levels of between- 

assemblage difference. 

To use this protocol to compare multivariate tests for difference includes the 

further steps: 

5. Using the simulation protocol, generate groups of replicate multi- 

assemblage datasets that vary in the desired ways (e.g. Type and level 

of between assemblage difference, sample size). 

6. Select a set of multivariate tests of difference for comparison. 

Alternatively, particular tests with different dissimilarity coefficients, test 

statistics and data transformations/standardizations could be selected. 

7. Run tests on groups of replicate simulations and calculate empirical 

power or type I error rates. 



The utility of this protocol is not restricted to either ecological applications, or 

multivariate tests for difference (Chapter 4). The resampling simulation 

method in particular could easily simulate any multivariate dataset, and 

consequently be used to assess multivariate techniques applied to data 

arising from different types of scientific studies. Both the resampling and 

empirically calibrated coenocline simulation methods could also be extended 

to assess other types of multivariate techniques such as canonical ordination 

techniques that consider continuous explanatory variables, indirect ordination 

techniques and clustering techniques. 

7.2 Statistical assessment of ecological difference 

7.2.1 Usefulness of available tests for ecological difference 

Comparisons have been made of the abilities of various canonical ordination 

techniques to test hypotheses concerning the effects of continuous 

environmental gradients on ecological assemblages (Palmer, 1993; McCune, 

1997; De'ath, 1999). However, little attention has been given to the 

comparative abilities of canonical ordination and other multivariate techniques 

when they are used to test for differences among assemblages (or any 

multivariate samples, in general). 

In some cases it is clear what likely effect a test property (such as those in 

Table 2.1) will have on the ability of a multivariate technique to detect 

difference among assemblages. For example, as with parametric univariate 

techniques (Zar, 1996), the violation of parametric MANOVA's multivariate 



normality assumption would be expected to affect the power and/or type I 

error rates for this test. Furthermore, situations involving higher-order factorial 

or other complex experimental designs clearly cannot be tested using Mantel 

tests. Tests with an implicit dissimilarity coefficient will also limit the 

researcher to a specific research question. RDA's implicit Euclidean 

dissimilarity coefficient implies that this technique predominately focuses on 

differences between abundant species whereas Canonical Correspondence 

Analysis' implicit Chi-square dissimilarity coefficient means this technique is 

more likely to detect compositional difference (species turnover) among 

assemblages (Anderson & Willis, 2003). 

In many cases however, it is difficult to foresee what effect a particular 

property (or a combination of properties) of a given statistical test will have on 

the appropriateness or power of a technique. For example, tests where a 

semi-metric dissimilarity coefficient is used are data-analysis space 

incongruent; the geometry of the underlying dissimilarities (the analysis 

space) cannot be fully represented in the euclidean data space (Biondini et 

a/., 1988; Legendre & Anderson, 1999). Such tests may differ in power from 

tests in which the data and analysis spaces are congruent, such as 

techniques based on metric dissimilarities, where the triangular inequality 

axiom is satisfied (Chapter 6; Biondini et a/. 1988). 

Another factor which may affect the power of a multivariate test for difference 

is whether a technique accounts for correlations among the abundances of 

different species. Techniques such as CCA, RDA and the Mantel techniques 



do simultaneously test for differences among sets of species, but do not 

account for the correlations among species; a potentially important source of 

variation among assemblages (Anderson & Willis, 2003). It is not clear what 

effect the inclusion of species correlations has on the power of a multivariate 

test for difference. 

The power analyses in this study demonstrated that the differences among 

the test statistic structures of the various Mantel techniques (ANOSIM, MRPP 

and NP-MANOVA) may result in no substantial difference in their power 

(Chapter 5). Neither the use of ranked dissimilarities nor the inclusion of a 

between-assemblage dissimilarity component in the test statistics had an 

impact on a Mantel test's power. Either the importance of test statistic 

structure in these randomization techniques has been overstated (Manly, 

19977, or the ecological situations represented in the simulations used here 

did not vary in the factors which can alter the relative powers of the various 

Mantel techniques. 

Another potentially important factor that may affect the power of a multivariate 

test for difference is whether the test is variable-based (R-mode) or distance- 

based (Q-mode). Some R-mode 'MANOVA-based' randomization tests have 

been shown to be superior in some circumstances (Warton & Hudson, 2004). 

Association matrix rank, which is governed by the number of variables 

comparative to the number of observations, might affect which type of test is 

preferable. 



The use of any particular dissimilarity coefficient may limit the scope of a 

particular analysis, and also the ability of a technique to detect differences 

among assemblages that might otherwise have been detected using another 

dissimilarity coefficient. Dissimilarity coefficient was the one factor that did 

show some effect on the relative power of the various Mantel tests. The 

difference in power among the Mantel tests was more pronounced using the 

Chi-square and Euclidean dissimilarity coefficients on raw abundances than it 

was when the Bray-Curtis raw abundance dissimilarities were used (Chapter 

6)- 

Of the dissimilarity coefficients considered in this study, no coefficient 

performed better in all the scenarios considered, but only in one case did the 

use of Euclidean dissimilarity coefficient not result in the test of least power, 

and even then it was still inferior to the same test using the Chi-square 

dissimilarity coefficient (Chapter 6). 

The Euclidean dissimilarity coefficient also did not perform well for the 

canonical ordination techniques CAP (Chapter 6) and parametric MANOVA 

(Chapter 5) and has been shown elsewhere to poorly represent compositional 

dissimilarity between assemblages that are represented by unmodified 

abundance counts (Faith et a/., 1987). Parametric MANOVA has the 

additional disadvantage of model assumptions that are rarely met in the 

analysis of datasets which comprise raw abundance counts. It was shown to 

have very low power, even when less frequently occurring species were 

trimmed from the dataset (Chapter 5). In this respect, CAP or db-RDA based 



on Euclidean dissimilarities, or RDA, is preferable, because the significance of 

effects in these techniques is tested via randomization procedures, which 

have been shown to result in substantially higher power than parametric 

MANOVA (Chapters 5 & 6). However, the results here suggest that the use of 

any multivariate test for difference in ecological assemblages based on the 

Euclidean dissimilarity coefficient, whether implicit or not, should be avoided 

(Chapter 6). It is important to note, however, that in this study abundance 

counts were not modified in any way prior to analysis. Many researchers use 

data transformations and/or standardizations and it is likely that certain types 

of data pre-processing would improve the power of tests using the Euclidean 

dissimilarity coefficient. 

CAP may also be preferable to the widely used CCA, mainly because of 

CCA's implicit Chi-square dissimilarity coefficient. In many situations the Chi- 

square dissimilarity coefficient was shown here to perform quite well, but it 

was often inferior to the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity coefficient (Chapter 6). 

Furthermore, the Chi-square dissimilarity coefficient largely ignores 

differences in relative abundance (Anderson & Robinson, 2003). 

In contrast to speculations by Biondini ef a/. (1 988), the data-analysis space 

incongruence of a test employing a semi-metric dissimilarity coefficient does 

not always lead to a test of low power, and was shown here to often result in 

the test with the highest power. ANOSIM using the semi-metric Bray-Curtis 

dissimilarity coefficient was always more powerful than the same test using 

metric dissimilarity coefficients, and similarly, CAP and NP-MANOVA based 



on Bray-Curtis dissimilarities were more powerful for particular types of 

between-assemblage variation (Chapter 6). 

The present study establishes that particular tests or groups of tests are more 

sensitive to certain types and combinations of ecological variation. For the 

range on ecological conditions considered in this study, CAP was more 

powerful for datasets where compositional dissimilarity was the main source 

of between-assemblage difference, and the Mantel tests were better when 

additional sources of differences, such as species richness and total 

abundances, were also present (Chapter 5). 

Perhaps the main limitation of the Mantel techniques is their inability to 

incorporate more complex experimental designs. A possible strategy for how 

the strength and weaknesses of the various tests can be accounted for is to 

use a Mantel test (where the experimental design permits) to test for 

combined types of ecological difference among assemblages followed by a 

CAP to test for compositional difference. Univariate tests could be used to test 

for species richness and total abundance difference, as well as for any other 

ecological source of variation that can be adequately represented using 

indices. 

The analysis of ecological assemblages encompasses a wide array of 

scenarios, which consider various taxa, over different gradients, and for 

different experimental situations (containing temporal, spatial and/or 

environmental sources of variation). It is not yet clear whether a particular test 



for difference will be superior in all situations. However, a technique such as 

CAP, which is flexible in terms of experimental design, the ability to specify 

dissimilarity coefficient, and which is also distribution- free, is likely to be the 

most adaptable to a wide range of ecological scenarios. It is likely that tests 

with these properties have the greatest potential for development and tailoring 

to address more specific research questions. 

7.2.2 Limitations to current knowledge 

The complexity of ecological assemblage datasets, and the wide diversity of 

ecological experiments imply there are a large number of factors not 

investigated in the present study that also need attention. For example, what 

is the effect of taking correlations between species into account on the power 

of a test? It is also not clear whether the findings here are specific to the field 

dataset used to calibrate the simulation methods, or whether the relative 

strengths and weakness of the tests observed would hold across a large 

cross-section of assemblage types. To address this issue, the differences 

among assemblages arising from studies considering various taxa and 

environmental situations needs to be more thoroughly and systematically 

quantified. This would enable the use of simulation methods, such as those 

developed here, to generate a wide, but realistic, range of artificial 

assemblage datasets. These datasets could then be used to assess the ability 

of various tests for difference over the range of situations encountered in the 

analysis of ecological assemblage data. 



One possible approach for assessing the abilities of tests to detect differences 

among assemblages might be to generate simulations with a large number of 

attributes that are systematically varied, to determine which ecological 

properties best discriminate among the various tests' power. Two possible 

strategies are proposed here. 

First, resampling simulations based on a wide range of field datasets could be 

used to assess the robustness and power of the various tests for difference 

over a wide range of observed ecological conditions. For example, the higher 

the taxon being studied is a likely source of variation in the power of 

multivariate tests for difference. Arthropod assemblages are often species-rich 

and contain few common species and many comparatively rare species, 

whereas, bird and mammal assemblages contain fewer species, and 

individuals are distributed much more evenly over these species (Krebs, 

1994). Regardless of the ecological criteria considered, it is important in 

comparative studies of multivariate techniques based on numerous real 

assemblages that the ecological differences between the various field 

datasets (and their simulations) are well understood. Only then can 

differences in the power of the tests be linked to the types of ecological 

variation between datasets. 

The second approach is to generate hypothetical assemblages (sensu 

Minchin, 1987b) based on coenocline simulations where species parameters 

are allowed to widely vary. One problem with such an approach is that many 

dataset realizations may not be likely to occur in the field, which may result in 



erroneous conclusions about the ability of the tests considered. If the relative 

power of multivariate tests for analyzing ecological assemblage data is being 

considered, it is vital that the 'ecological' conditions simulated are observable 

in real field datasets. 

Many ecological factors are not considered in traditional statistical power 

analyses and many univariate power analyses do not include the mechanisms 

necessary to examine the power of inferential multivariate techniques. In 

Tables 7.1 and 7.2, the factors likely to affect the power of multivariate tests 

for difference are summarized within two categories: those specific to testing 

for difference among ecological assemblages (Table 7.1); and factors that are 

not specific to the multivariate analysis of ecological assemblages, but which 

have been traditionally associated with general statistical power analyses 

(Table 7.2). 

Table 7.1 Factors in ecological studies which are likely to affect the power of a 
multivariate test for difference. 
a. Different measures of abundance, productivity and occurrence. 

b. Taxonomically different assemblages (e.g. arthropods, vegetation, mammals). 

c. Levels and types of ecological variation contained within and among 
assemblages (compositional, diversity, abundance, distribution). 

d. Level of taxonomic resolution (e.g. phylum, order, species). 

e. Omission of rare species. 

f. Level and type of data preprocessing, including: - transformation 
- standardization 
- dissimilarity coefficient 



Table 7.2 Factors not specific to ecological data analysis which are likely to affect the 
power of a multivariate test for difference. 
a. Number of groupsltreatments (assemblages). 

b. Difference in sample size among groups. 

c. Differences in strengths of correlations among dependant variables (species) 
among groups. 

d. Differences in the level of variability within groups. 

e. The nature of the frequency distribution representing a variable's (species') 
within-group variation (e.g. Poisson, Negative Binomial, skewness, kurtosis). 

f. Different experimental designs and models. For example: 
i> Factorial and nested models including those containing 

temporallspatial components 
ii) Models based on continuous gradients and those that consider a 

mixture of experimental factors and continuous gradients (e.g. 
ANCOVA models) 

iii) Non-linear models 

g. Pennutation strategies used to estimate exact P-values. 

h. Test statistic structure. 

i. Number of ordination axes retained bv canonical ordination techniaues. 

Data pre-processing is widely used in the analysis of ecological assemblage 

data. While there has been some examination of the effect of progressively 

stronger data transformation on the results of indirect ordination procedures 

such as NM-MDS on a particular assemblage (Wright et a/., 1995), no studies 

have examined the effect of data transformation and/or standardization on 

multivariate tests for difference, or over a wide range of assemblages. There 

is a strong, and not always clear, relationship between the level of 

transformation, standardization and the choice of dissimilarity coefficients 

(Faith et a/., 1987). For example, the Chi-square dissimilarity coefficient has 

an in-built site and species standardization and its dissimilarities can be 



generated using the Euclidean dissimilarity coefficient where the data have 

been appropriately standardized (Legendre & Gallagher, 2001). The 

Euclidean dissimilarity coefficient can also generate other dissimilarities using 

data standardizations (e.g. Chord and Hellinger distances), but is unable to 

generate semi-metric dissimilarities such as Bray-Curtis dissimilarities 

(Legendre & Gallagher, 2001 ). 

Doubts have been raised about the stability of power and type I error rates of 

multivariate permutation tests for difference in anything other than one-way 

designs (Legendre & Anderson, 1999; McArdle & Anderson, 2001). Whether 

the relative powers of tests that can be used for higher-order models are 

retained for experiments with factorial or other complex experimental designs 

is an important issue that needs further investigation. 

All the tests considered in the present study differ in a number of ways. For 

example, differences between CAP and ANOSIM include: (1) ANOSIM's test 

statistic is calculated directly from values in the dissimilarity matrix, whereas 

CAP operates only indirectly on the dissimilarity matrix through indirect 

ordination; and (2) ANOSIM's test statistic is based on ranked dissimilarities, 

whereas CAP uses raw dissimilarities. It was not always clear which 

differences among the various multivariate tests for difference were 

responsible for variations in power. One way of addressing which test 

properties cause differences in power is the use of general Mantel and 

canonical ordination (such as CAP) techniques, where test properties can be 

systematically varied. This would allow the partitioning of effects of the various 



test properties on the power of the tests. If such a strategy was used over a 

wide range of assemblage types, it would provide more insights into which 

tests (based specifically on their properties) should be used in a particular 

situation. 

Regardless of the tests being considered, and the specific nature of the 

samples being compared, the protocol for comparing tests for difference 

developed as part of this study provides a rigorous and systematic approach 

to evaluating the ability of multivariate tests. This new approach has been 

shown here to provide researchers with guidelines for assessing both the 

power of the tests for the factors associated with classical univariate power 

analyses, such as sample size, significance level and degree of between- 

sample difference, as well as those more specific to multivariate samples and 

ecological assemblage data, such as the type of between-assemblage 

difference (e.g. composition, total abundance and species richness). 

Even though many knowledge gaps still remain, the findings in the present 

study did identify important strengths and weaknesses in the tests considered. 

Of equal importance is the methodological framework developed here, which 

can be used to address some of the important questions arising from the 

relationships between the type of ecological difference in which researchers 

are interested, and the multivariate techniques available to detect ecological 

difference. 
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Appendix A: Details of the dataset used to calibrate and 
assess simulation models 

A bird assemblage from a study by Sewell and Catterall (1998) was used in 

the present study to calibrate both simulation methods. Sewell and Catterall's 

study was concerned with examining the variation in the bird assemblage 

along a forest clearing I urbanization gradient. Counts were taken of birds 

occurring at six habitats categories: large forest remnants, small forest 

remnants, forest remnants with no understorey, suburbs with a tree canopy 

(original tree species), planted suburbs, and bare suburbs. All sites were 

located in the greater Brisbane region, south-east Queensland, Australia. 

Sewell and Catterall's study considered both summer and winter 

assemblages, however the present study used only the winter bird 

assemblage for simulation modellmethod calibration. The way in which data 

were used in simulation calibration varied between the two simulation 

methods. The resampling simulation method employed the winter bird 

abundance count observed at sites situated in large remnants of forest 

(LREM; Appendix A l )  as a template (Chapters 3 & 4). 

The Coenocline simulation method's p-function species response functions 

were calibrated using the Ao, m, and r parameters estimated by Catterall 

(Pers. Comm.) based on Sewell and Catterall's study and extensive 

knowledge of the bird assemblage in question. The parameters a and y were 

calibrated by trial and error (Chapters 3). The 72 species observed in Sewell 

and Catterall's study, and the species response function parameters Ao, m, 



and r used in this study are given in Appendix A2. Further details about the 

simulation methods, how they were calibrated and the artificial datasets they 

produced are given in Chapters 3 and 4. In addition to the LREM assemblage, 

the winter bird assemblage at small remnants of forests (SREM; Appendix A3) 

and forest sites containing no understorey (NoUS; Appendix A4) were used to 

assess the realism of levels and types of difference portrayed in simulated 

multi-assemblage datasets (Chapter 4). 



Appendix A1 Abundance counts of winter bird species from large 
remnants of forest in Sewell and Catterall (1998) 
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Appendix A2 Species response function parameters for p-functions 
Species parameters used for p-function parameters for coenocline simulations. A. is the maximum expected abundance of a species along a 
gradient, m is location (value) of the gradient (in this case Percentage canopy cover at which the expected maximum occurs, and r is the species' 
niche breadth. 

Species common name 
Australian Brush Turkey 
Australian King Parrot 
Australian Magpie 
Australian Magpie-lark 
Australian White Ibis 
Black-faced Cuckoo-shrike 
Blue-faced Honeyeater 
Brown Honeyeater 
Brown Quail 
Brown Thornbill 
Buff-rumped Thornbill 
Cattle Egret 
Collared Sparrowhawk 
Common Bronzewing 
Common Mynah 
Common Starling 
Crested Pigeon 
Double-barred Finch 
Eastern Spinebill 
Eastern Yellow Robin 
Fan-tailed Cuckoo 
Feral Pigeon 
Figbird 
Galah 

r Species common name 
40 Golden Whistler 

Grey Butcherbird 
Grey Fantail 
Grey Shrike-thrush 
Grey-crowned Babbler 
House Sparrow 
Laughing Kookaburra 
Little Corella 
Little Lorikeet 
Masked Lapwing 
Mistletoe Bird 
Noisy Friarbird 
Noisy Miner 
Nutmeg Mannikin 
Olive-backed Oriole 
Pacific Baza 
Pale-headed rosella 
Peaceful Dove 
Pied Butcherbird 
Pied Currawong 
Rainbow Bee-eater 
Rain bow Lorikeet 
Red-backed Fairy-wren 
Red-browed Finch 

Species common name 
Rose Robin 
Rufous Whistler 
Scaly-breasted Lorikeet 
Scarlet Honey-eater 
Silvereye 
Spangled Drongo 
Spotted Paradalote 
Spotted Turtledove 
Straited Paradole 
Sulphur-crested Cockatoo 
Superb Fairywren 
Tawny Frogmouth 
Torresian Crow 
Varied Sittella 
Variegated Fairy-wren 
Weebill 
Welcome Swallow 
White-bellied Cuckoo Shrike 
White-browed Scrubwren 
White-throated Gerygone 
White-throated Honeyeater 
White-throated Treecreeper 
Wille Wagtail 
Yellow-faced Honeyeater 



Appendix A3 Abundance counts of winter bird species occupying small 
remnants of forest in Sewell and Catterall (1998) 

Site 
Australian Magpie 
Black-faced Cuckoo-shrike 
Buff-rurnped Thornbill 
Collared Sparrowhawk 
Fan-tailed Cuckoo 
Galah 
Grey Butcherbird 
Grey Fantail 
Grey Shrike-thrush 
Golden Whistler 
Kookaburra 
Mistletoe Bird 
Australian Magpie-lark 
Noisy Friar 
Nutmeg Mannikin 
Noisy Miner 
Olive-backed Oriole 
Pea fowl 
Pied Butcherbird 
Pale-headed rosella 
Red-backed Fairy-wren 
Rainbow Lorikeet 
Rose Robin 
Rufous Whistler 
Silvereye 
Spotted Turtledove 
SpangledDrongo 
Superb Fairywren 
Scarlet Honey-eater 
Sac.lbis 
Scaly-breasted Lorikeet 
Spotted Paradalote 
Straited Paradole 
Torresian Crow 
Tawny Frogmouth 
Unidentified Falcon 
Variegated Fairy-wren 
Varied Sittella 
White-throatedGerygone 
White-browedscrubwren 
Wille Wagtail 
Weebill 
Yellow-facedHoneyeater 
Site species richness 
Site total abundance 
Assem. species richness 
Assem. total abundance 
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Appendix A4 Abundance counts of winter bird species in forest 
remnants with no understorey from Sewell and Catterall (1998) 

Site 
Australian Magpie 
Black-facedcuckoo-shrike 
Brown Honeyeater 
Collared Sparrowhawk 
Common Starling 
Common Bronzewing 
Crested Pigeon 
East.RoslP-h.Ros 
Grey Butcherbird 
Grey Fantail 
Grey Shrike-thrush 
Golden Whistler 
Kookaburra 
Little Lorikeet 
Mistletoe Bird 
Australian Magpie-lark 
Noisy Friar 
Noisy Miner 
Pied Butcherbird 
Pale-headed rosella 
Rainbow Bee-eater 
Red-browed Finch 
Red-backed Fairy-wren 
Rainbow Lorikeet 
Rose Robin 
Rufous Whistler 
Silvereye 
Sulphur-crestedcockatoo 
Spotted Turtledove 
Scarlet Honey-eater 
Scaly-breasted Lorikeet 
Straited Paradole 
Torresian Crow 
Unidentified Quail 
Unidentified Thornbill 

No1 
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0 

0 

No2 

0 
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Varied Sittella 
Man.Duck 
White-throated Gerygone 
White-throatedTreecreeper 
Wille Wagtail 
White-throatedHoneyeater 
Yellow-facedHoneyeater 
Site species richness 
Site total abundance 
Assem. species richness 
Assem. total abundance 
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Appendix 6: Software for data simulation and analysis 

Software used in this study was developed by the author using ~ a v a ~ ~  (Java 

Development Kit 1.2). Java was used because Java programs are platform 

independent (can be used on any operating system), and can be implemented 

using an object-oriented framework, facilitating module re-use and 

connectivity of programs (including with statistics packages such as SAS and 

S-plus). Also, Java-developed open-source numerical libraries and other third 

party classes are widely available. 

The software developed for use in the present study can be split up into two 

types: simulation, and data analysis programs. Source code (* . j ava files ) 

and java classes (compiled code;* . c lass  files) can be found on the CD 

accompanying this thesis. 

All software allows parameters (e.g. dataset file name, sample size and 

number of replicate datasets) to be specified either within the source code 

(which can then be compiled), or input from the command line (e.g. DOS 

prompt). Dos batch files (*.bat) are provided for the compilation process. To 

run the programs, the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) is needed. To modify 

the source code, the Java Development Kit version 1.2 (JDKI .2) or later is 

required. Both the JRE and JDKI .2 are provided on the accompanying CD, or 

can be downloaded from www.sun.com. Alternatively, the source code can be 

imported into any Java IDE (e.g. Borland JBuilder or Microsoft Visual J++) 

and modified and compiled there. Instructions on how to compile the source 



code and use the programs developed as part of this study are provided in 

readme. r t f  on the accompanying CD. 

Simulation programs 

Both simulation programs developed for this study, COMSIN-COEN and 

COMSIM-RES were designed to generate single or multiple artificial 

assemblage datasets. Datasets are output in space delimited text files which 

contain a site by species matrix including sites replicate number, site 

treatment membership and the abundance of all species. Figure B1 shows the 

dataset output file format used by COMSIM-COEN and COMSIM-RES. 

ID REP TREAT 5 p l  SpZ 5p3  5p4 Sp5 
1 ~1 A 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 AP A 1.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 
3 A3 A 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0  
4 S4L% A 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 
5 A5 A 1.0 0.0 7.0 0.0 0 .0  
6 B 1  B 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.0 
" B2 & O . Q 0 . 0 O 1 0 0 . 0 0 . 0  b B 3  B 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 
9 B4 & 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 
10 B5 B 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 

Figure B1. Format of dataset generated by COMSIM-COEN and COMSIM-RES. 

COMSIM-COEN simulates ecological assemblages using the coenocline 

method based on a five-parameter p-function (see Chapters 2 & 3). It allows 

specification of these parameters using either an input file containing the 

parameters (which might be estimated using expert knowledge, or by fitting 

the p-function to observed abundances or occurrences). Alternatively 

COMSIM-COEN allows parameters to be generated by sampling distributions 



such as the Gamma, Lognormal, Lograndom, Negative Binomial, Normal, 

Poisson and Uniform distributions. 

Environmental variation in COMSIM-COEN can also be generated using 

random deviates (such as those above) or input using a text file allowing the 

use of systematic or random environmental variation using a random deviate 

other than those specified above (generated in another program). Appendix 

B1 gives the program flow of the COMSIM-COEN classes (modules) and 

methods (subroutines). 

COMSIM-RES generates artificial assemblage datasets using the resampling 

simulation method (see Chapters 3 & 4). This method was developed in the 

present study, and generates datasets by bootstrap sampling real datasets to 

produce a single or multiple realizations of the original assemblage. 

COMSIM-RES imposes differences on assemblages by adding and deleting 

species (real and artificial) from the component assemblages. Appendix B2 

outlines the program flow of COMSIM-RES along with its classes and 

methods. 

Both the coenocline and resampling simulation methods simulate expected 

species abundances. To generate abundance that have a component of 

random variation (realized abundance), both COMSIM-COEN and 

COMSIM-RES allow specification of a noise component based on a random 

deviate usually with the expected abundance as the mean. Noise can also be 

generated using any of the sampling distributions listed above. 



The uses of these simulation packages include generating large numbers of 

datasets to study the power of tests using datasets with known properties and 

variation, or to examine the effects of certain type of manipulation on resulting 

datasets e.g. what effect does reducing species richness have on how 

compositional difference manifests itself in ecological assemblage datasets. 

Data analysis programs 

The data analysis programs developed for the current study include 

PARA-MANOVA, which is used to perform a parametric Multivariate Analysis 

of Variance on two or more multivariate treatments, and RAN-MANOVA 

which provides a number of randomization-based multivariate tests for 

difference. Both programs use input files (datasets) in the format in Figure B1. 

For both programs, where a single or set of tests for difference is run on a 

single dataset, test statistics and P-value are given. Where the tests for 

difference are run on a number of replicate datasets, power is also given. In 

both cases test statistics and P-values for the individual datasets are stored in 

a log file and printed to the dialog window. 

PARA-MANOVA performs the parametric MANOVA using an F 

approximation of Wilks' Lambda. The significance of an F-statistic is assessed 

using quantiles of the F-distribution from the Colt 1.0.1 numerical library. 

Appendix B3 gives the algorithms and program flow for PARA-MANOVA. 



RAN-MANOVA was developed to run randomization-based multivariate tests 

for difference. A number of Mantel and canonical ordination procedures can 

be run. The Mantel tests available in RAN-MANOVA are: 

Analysis of Similarities (ANOSIM; Clarke, 1993) 

Analysis of Similarities (ANOSIM-F, Belbin, 1995) 

McArdle and Anderson Direct-Test (MA- test; McArdle & Anderson, 
2001 ) 

Multiresponse Permutation Procedure (MRPP; Mielke et a/., 1976) 

Nonparamtertic MANOVA (NP-MANOVA; Anderson, 2001) 

The canonical ordination tests for difference available in RAN-MANOVA are: 

Canonical Analysis of Principal Coordinates (CAP; Anderson & Willis, 
2003) 

Distance-based Redundancy Analysis (db-RDA; Legendre & Anderson, 
1999) 

The Mantel tests can only be used to test for difference between two 

assemblages, whereas the canonical ordination procedures allow a test for 

difference among two or more assemblages. 

Eigenanalysis for the canonical ordination procedures was performed using 

the Householder procedure, an eigen-decomposition routine for symmetric 

matrices (Mathews, 1992). Consequently, canonical ordination procedures in 

RAN-MANOVA assume that a dissimilarity coefficient is symmetric (i.e. 

Distance between sites A and B = distance between sites B and A). It is 



inadvisable to use RAN-MANOVA's canonical ordination procedures where 

the dissimilarity coefficient is asymmetric (e.g. Sphere of influence 

dissimilarity coefficient). 

Db-RDA uses Lingoe's method for the correction of the negative eigenvalues 

(see Legendre & Legendre, 1998 and Legendre & Anderson, 1999) that can 

result from the use of a semi or non-metric dissimilarity coefficient such as the 

Bray-Curtis dissimilarity coefficient. 

Dissimilarity coefficients that can be used in RAN-MANOVA are: 

Bray-Curtis (Bray & Curtis, 1957) 

Chi-square (Chardy et a/., 1976) 

Euclidean (see Faith et a/., 1987) 

Manhattan (see Faith et a/. 1997) 

RAN-MANOVA places no limitations on the number of species, number of 

sites or number of permutations used. However, datasets with large numbers 

of sites (replicates) will involve high run-time. Appendix B4 gives the program 

flow, classes and methods of RAN-MANOVA. 

Third-party classes 

Third party linear algebra and random number generation class libraries were 

imported for the purposes of matrix manipulation and dataset permutation. 

The matrix library JAMA (Hicklin et a/., 1998) was employed for the purposes 



of matrix algebra and Eigenanalysis. The random number generator, 

RANLUX (Luescher, 1993) was used in preference to the Java native random 

number generator, which is reported to contain serial correlations among 

random numbers. RANLUX trades off runtime against "randomness" and 

allows four levels of random number generation to be specified with the first 

level being the fastest and equivalent of the Java native random number 

generator. In all cases the fourth level was used to generate random numbers 

and these were used in random deviates generation and dataset permutation 

sub-routines. All random deviates involved a transform of the uniform random 

number. The numerical library, COLT (Hoschek, 1998) was used to obtain 

critical values of the F-distribution in PARA-MANOVA. Table B1 gives the 

java program name, a brief description, third party Java libraries the software 

uses, along with the developers of these libraries, and the location of each 

programs flow chart in the appendix. 

Table B 1 Different programs developed as part of this study along with a brief 
description of their purpose, third party classes used and the location where diagrams 
demsonstrating their program flow and components can be found. 
Program name Description Third party classes and developers Appendix 
COMSIM-COEN Generates artificial assemblage JAMA 1 .O. 1 matrix librarya 

datasets using 0-function RANLUX random number generatorb B 1 
coenoclines 

COMSIM-RES Generates artificial assemblage JAMA 1 .O. 1 matrix library" B2 
datasets using Resampling method RANLUX random number generatorb 

ParaMANOVA Performs a parametric MANOVA JAMA 1.0.1 matrix library" 
on a dataset (or number of COLT 1.0.2 numerics libraryc 
datasets) with two or more 
assemblages 

RanMANOVA Performs a randomization test for JAMA 1 .O. 1 matrix library" B4 
difference on dataset (or set RANLUX random number generatorb 
thereof) with two equally sized 
assemblages. 

a. Hicklin et al., 1998. b. Luscher, 1994. c. Hoschek, 1999 



Appendix B1 Program flow and algorithms for COMSIM-COEN 
Algorithm 1 

Project: COMSIM - COEN 
File: mainDriver.j ava 
Description: Driver for the p-function coenocline simulator for generating artificial 
assemblage datasets containing two assemblages. 

Input: 
numSimulation 
snmpleSize 
nSpecies 

numSimulations number of 
datasets to be generated; 
seriesiVame filename prefix for 
each gradient file and output 
dataset file 
sampleSize number of 
observations per simulated 
dataset; 
nSpecies number of species 
per simulated dataset 

generates gradient See Algorithm I .  1 

values for simulations 

f 
driverCommunitySimulator 
generates coenocline 
simulated datasets 

See Algorithm 1.2 



Algorithm 1.1 
Project: COMSIM-COEN 
File: driverGradient.java 
Description: Generates multiple gradient files which contain values of the 
environmental variable to be used by the p-function. Each value of the environmental 
gradient is associated with a site of one of the treatments in the artificial dataset. 

Input: 
numSims 
seriesName numSims number of datasets 
sampleSize to be generated; 

seriesName filename prefix 
for each gradient file that 
associates it with simulated 
(output) dataset file 
sampleSize number of 
observations per simulated 

* 
count = 0 

count = 

count + 1 

No 
count < numSims 

Yes 

v 

- 
simpleR WInterfnceGradient 
generates and saves 
individual gradient files I See Algorithm 1.1.1 



Algorithm 1.1.1 
Project: COMSIMCOEN 
File: simpleRW1nterfaceGradient.java 
Description: Generates a single gradient file containing the values of an 
environmental variable (generated using a random deviate generator) for two equally 
replicated treatments ('habitats'). Random deviates that can be used are: Gamma, 
Lognormal, Lograndom, Normal, Negative binomial, Poisson and Uniform. 

gradientFileName filename for 
gradient file (to be output) 
sampleSize number of 
observations per simulated 
dataset; 

Open "Outfile" 
< gradientFileName.gra> i 



Algorithm 1.2 
Project: COMSIM-COEN 
File: driverCommunitySimu1ator.java 
Description: Initiates a single or multiple (Batch) call to the community simulator. 

/ Input: 
numSims 
datasetNameFile / 

I Yes 

No 

numSims number of datasets to 
be generated. 
dataSetNameFile file containing 
name for individual gradient 
files <.gra> and used for 
simulated dataset output files 
<.out>. 
sampleSize number of 
observations per simulated 
dataset. 

Generate 
multiple 
simulations? 

count = 0 
count < numSims 

count = 

count + 1 

4 
SimpleR WInterfaceCommunity 
-Simulator - generates a single 
simulated dataset using 

1 
.<Stop- 

associated <.gra> file. 
See Algorithm 1.2.1 

1 yes 

See Algorithm 1.2.1 - 
SimpleR WInterfaceCommunity 
-Simulator - generates a single 
simulated dataset using 
associated <.gra> file. 



Algorithm 1.2.1 
Project: COMS W C O E N  
File: SimpleRWInterface 
Description: Generates a single p-function coenocline simulation using an input files 
containing gradient values and p-function parameters. Also incorporates sampling 
variation (noise) into the datasets (converts expected abundances to realized 
abundances. p-function parameters can also be randomly sampled from various 
sampling distributions. - 

/ Input: 

Open "Outfile" 
< outputFileName.out> . 

I Read parameter file I 

outputFileName name of file 
containing simulated dataset (output) 
parameterFileName name of file 
containing p-function parameters for 
each species (input) 
gradientFileNarne filename for 
gradient file (input) 
samplesize global saniple size 

NumSpp = number of rows NumSpp is number of species 
in parameter file and resulting 

I I using random deviates 

I simulated asswmblage 

Choose NoiseType 

>7 Choose noise type from random 
deviates: Gamma, negative 
Binomial, Lognormal, Poisson, 

Spp = 0 

Spp =Spp+l 

Gaussian, uniform and none 

Spp < NumSpp 

4 No 

Yes v 

Sample = 0 

Sample = 

Sample + 1 

Output simulated 
assemblages matrix 

Sample+ampleSize 

given parameters and 
environmental 

No 



Appendix B2 Program flow and algorithms for COMSIM-RES 
Algorithm 2 

Project: COMSIM-RES 
File: driver-java 
Description: Generates multiple artificial two-assemblage datasets using the 
resampling simulation method. 

Start 

Input: 
numSims, fileSeriesName 
numRealSpp, numArtSpp, 
numobs 

numSims number of artificial datasets to 
be generated 
fiIeSeriesName prefix name of resulting 
simulated datasets 
numRealSpp number of species in 
template dataset 
numArtSpp number of artificial species to 
be introduced into each simulated dataset 
(also specifies how many species are to be 
unique to each component assemblage 
numobs sample size (global) of datasets 

Yes 

mastevMatrix 

sim = 0 

sim =sim+l 

See Algorithm 2.1 

NO 
sim < numsims 



Algorithm 2.1 
Project: COMSIM-RES 
File: masterGenerator.java 
Description: Generates an enlarged template (master) assemblage from which 
different component assemblages can be obtained through bootstrap resampling. 

Input: 
fileSeriesName, numRealSpp, 
numArtSpp, numobs 

fileSeriesName prefur name of resulting 
simulated datasets 
numRealSpp number of species in 
template dataset 
numArtSpp number of artificial species to 
be introduced into each simulated dataset 
(also specifies how many species are to be 
unique to each component assemblage 
numobs sample size (global) of datasets 

Read each real species empirical 

species EPDs and probability distribution from a file 

template dataset Input field dataset to use as template 

Calculate each species' total t-I Classify species into 
(combined site) abundance abundance classes . 

count = 0 

count = 

count+l 

No 

count < numArtSpp 
template (real) site 

Sample Species A's EPD and scale abundance by 
Species B total abundance / Species A total abundance 

Yes 

Generate artificial 
deterministic abundance 

Save resulting 
matrix to 
fileSeriesName 
with .mas 
extension 

'I 
Randomly select another species 
from within same abundance 
class and designate Species B 

Randomly select real species 
and designate Species A 

I 

+ 

obs= 0 

obs = obs+l 

v 
obs < numobs Stop 

t 



Algorithm 2.2 
Project: COMSIM-RES 
File:  generator.^ ava 
Description: Takes a bootstrap sample from master assemblage file and sets species 
unique for one assemblage to zero in the other assemblage. Also incorporates noise 
into the resulting simulated dataset. 

/ Input: fileName prefix name of resulting 
fileName, numRealSpp, simulated datasets 

numArtSpp, numobs 

Input: 
masterMatrix 

numRealSpp number of species in 
template dataset 
numArtSpp number of artificial species to 
be introduced into each simulated dataset 
(also specifies how many species are to be 
unique to each component assemblage) 
numobs sample size (global) of datasets 

Set abundance to zero Set abundance to zero 

Randomly assign (NumRealSpp - NumArtSpp) 
species from masterMatrix as shared, 
numArtSpp as unique to assemblage A and 
numArtSpp a~~unique to assemblage B 

No 

No 

obs= 0 

obs = obs+l 

7 
Yes 1 

Yes 

Use Poisson to 
represent noise 

represent noise 

obs < 2"numObs 

Binomial to 

Randomly select a row (sites) 
from masterMatrix. 

Save matrix to 
<fileName.out> 

No (G) 

I 

Use negative 



Appendix B3 Program flow and algorithms for PARA-MANOVA 
Algorithm 3 

Project: PARA-MANOVA 
File: driveMAN0VA.j ava 
Description: Evaluates the significance of each run of the parametric MANOVA and 
calculates the power (empirical) and type one error rates at the 0.01 and 0.05 levels of 
significance based on all the runs of the parametric MANOVA. 

Stf* 1 
Input: numSims number of artificial datasets 

contained in file series set 
numSims, fileSeriesName fileSeriesName name of simulation set 
numSpp, numobs numSpp number of species in datasets I numObs sample size (global) of datasets 

Initialize: 
NumRejectsO5= 0 NumRejectsO.5 number of datasets where Ho was 

NumRejectsOI= 0 rejected at a = 0.05 
NumRejectsOl number of datasets where Ho was 

i I rejected at a = 0.01 

J Yes 

v 

I I NumRejectsOl = NumRqjectsOl+ 1 1 

count = 0 

count = 

No 
count < numSims 

count+ 1 ,> See Algorithm 3. I 

Calculate Fwilks calcMANO VA -b -1 F approximation to 
Wilks' h 

Get test statistic under Ho 
F0.05, numSpp, numobs-numSpp-1 Y 

No power05 =NumRejectsO5/numSims 
powerOI =NumRejectsOl/numSims 

Output: 

NumReiectsO5= NumReiectsO5+1 power05, 
power01 

Get test statistic under Ho 
F0.01, ntrmSpp, numobs-numSpp-l 

No 7 

(st,,) 



Algorithm 3.1 
Project: ParametricMANOVA 
File: calcMAN0VA.j ava 
Description: Calculates the test statistic (Wilks' Lambda) for the parametric 
MANOVA 

Input: 
inputFileName, numobs, 
numspp 

inputFileName 

inputFileNarne name of file containing 
assemblage dataset 
numobs sample size (global) of dataset 
numSpp number of species in dataset 
(before modification) 

Delete rare species Remove species of low frequency 
until numobs > numSpp 

* 
Calculate mean of each species 
and subtract from responses to get 

I a corrected response matrix, Y I 

Calculate: 
Y ~ Y ,  Phniy X ~ Y ,  X ~ X  matrices 

Tota ISSCP = yTy 
ModelSSCP = phatT. x T y  
EvvorSSCP = TotalSSCP - ModelSSCP 1 

wilks = DetErrorSSCP/ Det TotalSSCP 

Calculate sums of 
squares and cross 
products matrices 



Appendix B4 Program flow and algorithms for RAN-MANOVA 
Algorithm 4 

Project: RAN-MANOVA 
File: maindriver.j ava 
Description: Calculates the power (empirical) and type I error rates at the 0.01 and 
0.05 level of significance of six randomization-based multivariate tests for difference 
by three dissimilarity coefficient combinations (resulting in 18 test statistic - 
dissimilaritv coefficient combinations) 

numSims number of artificial datasets 
numSims, fileSeriesName, contained in file series set 

fileSeriesName name of simulation set 
numSpp number of species in datasets 
numobs sample size (global) of datasets 

Initialize 
NumRejOS[ ]= 0 NumRejOS[ ] number of datasets where Ho was rejected at 
NumRejOl[ ]= 0 a = 0.05 for a particular test-dist. coeff. combination 

NumRejOl[ ] number of datasets where Ho was rejected at 
a = 0.01 for a particular test-dist. coeff. Combination 
Both arrays have 6 tests x 3 dis. coeffs. = 18 elements 

<fileSeriesName.pow> 

count = 0 No 
count < numSims f 

count = 

count+l 
TestDC= 0 

Yes TestDC < 18 

testDriver TestDC = - 
See Algorithm 4.1 

TestDC +I 

Print PowerOS[TestDC], 
Power01 [TestDC] to outFile 

Close 
outFile 



Algorithm 4.1 

File: testDriver.j ava 
Description: Performs six randomization tests for difference by three dissimilarity 
coefficients on a single simulated dataset. 

/ Input: 
fileName, numSpp, numObs / 

Initialize and populate Rank-BC-Matrix, 
Rank CSQ- Matrix and Rank-EUC-Matrix 

i fileName name of simulation set 
numSpp number of species in datasets 
numobs sample size (global) of datasets 

See Algorithm 4.1.1 : Reads in data matrix fromJileName and 
populates distance matrices, BC-Matrix, CSQ-Matrix, 
EUC-matrix, the Bray-Curtis, Chi-Square and Euclidean 
dissimilarity matrices, respectively. 

Corresponding matrices of 
ranked dissimilarities 

Xis the design matrix 

Initialize and populate X matrix 
See Libraly 4.1 
Used here to calculate G and Q matrix for MA-direct 
and CAP tests, for each dissimilarity coefficient 

See Library 4.2 - Calculates observed test statistics for 
(1) Belbin's F test; (2) NP-MANOVA; (3) ANOSIM; (4) 
MRPP; (5) MA-direct test; and (6) CAP for each 
dissimilarity coefficient resulting in 18 test statistic- 
dissimilairty coefficient combinations. 

nPerm = 1000 nPerm is the number of permutations used to 
represent the null distribution of each test. 

Initialize nGTArray nGTArray array of 18 elements that store the number of tests statistics 
(for each of the 18 test-dis. coeff.) that result in a rejection of Ho. 
nGTArray is subsequently used to calculate the power of each test 

Calculate power for each Output power for 
test-dis coeff. combination test-dis coeff. 

combinations *>Q$$ No 

Permute X matrix 

nGTArray [TestDq =+l 



Algorithm 4.1.1 
Project: RanMANOVA 
File: disMatrixGenerat0r.j ava 
Description: Generates the Bray-Curtis, Chi-square and Euclidean dissimilarity 
matrices for a input dataset. Also generates the rank dissimilarity for each 
dissimilarity coefficient. The Manhattan dissimilarity can also be calculated. 

/ Input: 
fileName, numSpp, numobs / 
Open <fileName. dat> 7 

I Read in dataset I 

I fileName name of simulation set 
numSpp number of species in datasets 
numobs sample size (global) of datasets 

f 
Initialize counter = 0 and distanceMatrix[ ] 
as array of distanceobject 

I 1 
+ Yes 

SiteA = 0 

siteA = 

siteA+l 

-1 counter =+ 1 / 

1r I 
No 

siteA < numobs 

distanceobject is a class capable of 
calculating and storing multiple 
dissimilarity coefficients, along with 
dissimilarity type: BetweenAssemblage, 
WithinAssemA, WithinAssemB 

I 

BC-Matrix 
CSQ-Matrix 
EUC Matrix 

RankCSQ-Matrix 
RankEUC-Matrix 



Project: RAN-MANOVA 
File: dbRDA.java 
Description: Class containing methods used to perform canonical ordination 
procedures. Also provides a method used to calculate G (center dissimilarity matrix) 
and Q (principal coordinates matrix) used in MAdirect, db-RDA and CAP methods 
(see source code). 

Method: dbRDA.calcQMatrix 

Centre dissimilarity matrix 

Method: dbRDA.performMA Test 

perfonnGLM(G, X, 1) 
See Libraly 4.1.1 

Initialize design (X) matrix Output 
Stop result 

P 

Eigendecompose G matrix 
(Q is matrix of eigenvectors) 

- 

Method: dbRDA.performdbRDA 

Stop 

lnput- 
Initialize design (A') matrix 
Re-weight components of Q by sqrt(eigenva1ues) 

. performGLM(rescaledQ, X, 3 )  
See Libra y 4. I .  1 

.. 

4 Output 
result Stop 



Library 4.1 continued 
Method: dbRDA.performCAPTest 

Initialize design (X) matrix 
Assign first k eigenvectors of Q result 

matrix to Q-red (reduced Q 
( matrix) I 



Project: RAN-MANOVA 
File: dbRDA.java 
Descviption: Class containing method used to perform general linear modeling for 
canonical ordination techniques. 

Method: GLM-performGLM 

Y (response matrix) 
t is test (l=MAdirect,2=CAP, 3= db-RDA) 

Calculate: 
x'x, (cx'x-' 
H = x (X'X)-'X 

Yes 

N o  

Y e s  

Calculate: 
teststat = Trace(HYH) flrace(1-HYI-H) 

where: 
Y is the G matrix and 
I is the identity matrix with the same order as G 

Calculate: 
teststat = Trace(YHY) 

where: 
Y is the Q matrix containing the unscaled 
eigenvector loadings of the G matrix 

N o  

Yes 

v 
Output: ( t s t s t t  / 

Calculate: 
Bhat  = x (X'X)-'X'Y 
Yhat = XBhat 
S9,, = Cov(Yhat) 
s, = = Cov(Y) 
Eyhor = diagonal matrix o f  eigenvalues of  Syh,( 
E, = diagonal matrix o f  eigenvalues of  S, 
RSS = trace(E,) - t r a ~ e ( E ~ , , , )  
teststat = [trace(EYh,,)/q ] / [RSS/(N-q-l)] 

where: 
Y is the matrix of principal coordinates 
(eigenvalue weighted elements of the Q matrix) 
N is the global sample size and 
q is number of treatments (groups) 

v 



Library 4.2 
Project: RAN-MANOVA 
File: testStatistic.java 
Description: Class providing methods to calculate the test statistics of various 
randomization-based multivariate tests for difference. 

Method: teststatistic. calcMantelTestStatistic 

Calculate aveWRdis 
and aveBRdis. 

aveWRdis = average within- 
group rank dissimilarity ANOSIM: TestStat = 

aveBRdis = average between- (aveBRdis - aveWRdis) 

group rank dissimilarity /[(numObs*numObs-1)/2]/2 

aveWdis = average within-group dissimilarity 
aveBdis = average between-group dissimilarity 

TestStat = aveBdis / aveWdis 



Library 4.2 continued 

Method: teststatistic. calcMA Teststatistic 

Input: 
Start dbRDA.performMATest GMatrix, XMatrix see Library 3.1.1 

Stop 

Method: testStatistic.calcdbRDA 

Method: teststatistic. calcCAPTestStatistic 

Input: 
Start dbRDA.performCAPTest 

QMatrix, XMatrix see Libraty 3.1.1 

Stop 

distanceMatrix, 
samplesize, 

dbRDA.performdbRDA 
see Libraly 3.1.1 

docorrection 

Output: 
TestStat Stop 




